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ABSTRACT 

The uranium-trend dating method has been used to estimate the ages Of alluvium, collvium, altered volcanic ash, and eolian deposits In the Nevada Test Site area. For dating of deposits of 5.000 to 800,000 years age, the open-system technique consists of determining a linear trend from analyses of four to ten channel samples collected at different depths in a depositional unit, or In the soil profile formed in a depositional unit. The concentrations of *"U, 28%U, '23Th, and '2 Th are accurately determined for.  each sample where analyses are made on subsamples of the less-than-2 Cm-size fraction. Isotopic concentrations are determined by alpha spectrometry utilizing radioisotope dilution techniques. The analytical results are plotted as ratios of ( 2 2'UrL-'Th)/22-U versus (*"'U-'U)/,.2U. Ideally these data points yield a linear array in which the slope of the line of best fit changes predictably for Increasingly older deposits. The rate of change of slope is determined by the half-period of uranium flux. F(O). An empirical model compensates for differing values of F(O) In response to climate and other local and regional environmental factors.  

Analyses of deposits of known ages are required to calibrate the empirical model; calibrations were provided by correlations with deposits dated by the radiocarbon and K-Ar methods. Deposits used for calibration are alluvium of mid-Holocene age (5 Ka) In Colorado, loess of Late Wisconsin age (12 Ka) In Minnesota. glacial till and loess of Bull Lake age (150 Ka) near West Yellowstone, Montana. till of Bull Lake age (150 Ka) near Pinedale.  Wyoming, and zeolLtlzed volcanic ash from Lake Tecopa, California (Tuff A, 600 Ka, and Tuff B, 7410 Ka). Tuff A and Tuff B are the distal facies of the Lava Creek ash and the Bishop ash, respectively. At best, the uranium-trend ages have an estimated accuracy of about t10 percent for depositional units between 60,000 and 600,000 years old; however, the uncertainty In the slope is strongly dependent on the quality of the linear trend regarding scatter of data points and the length of the line defined by the points.  

Analyses Of 36 sample suites are included In this report; U-trend dates were determined on 31 of these suites establishing the age ranges for deposition of four major stratigraphic units at the Nevada Test Site. Median ages for these deposits Indicate ages of 40 t 15 Ka for Q2a sediments. 170 1 4i0 Ka for Q2b sediments, 270 * 50 Ka for the younger Q2c stratigraphlc unit and 440 ± 60 Ka for the older Q2c unit. 02s stratigraphic units range in age from about 200 to 500 Ka. Uranium-trend ages of laminar carbonate deposits Indicate the time of strong calcium carbonate development rather than the time of deposition of their older host sediments.  

INTRODUCTI ON 

Uranlum-series disequilibrium dating methods described by Ku and others (1979) used conventional closed system 2 ,Th/iU ratios for dating pedogenic carbonates which form rinds on alluvial gravel. These ages provide reasonable estimates of the minimum age of the alluvium. For conventional uranium-series dating (Ku, 1976), a closed system exists throughout the history of a deposit only If there has been no postdepositlonal migration of 23*U or of its daughter products (2 1'U and s"Th). However, open-system conditions impose no restrictions on postdepos3tlonal migration of these radioisotopes within and between deposits. Results of other studies of uranium-series disequilibria
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indicate that %ranlinJ comoonly exhibits an open-•lStem hOhAvior (IvenovIch and 

Marmon. 15l1).  

An op•e-slyste Variation of r&Aln*-SelirtS dating Called uronium-Lrend 

has been teated extensively Gas., the plot Decade. I preliminary model for 

ranlam-trand dating was besclibed by boehoit (1160) wilhl sanbps collected 

frOm a variety of 4aLaenla'y "posits Including 401A*lllIileolla sediment&.  

giscial deposit&. and arolltiled vol Sol f 551. A revsesd model for .ania

trend systeeal16t is descrihed by s0ollOIt (19l). The empirical model 

reqtiries time Calibration based on amolysos of lbnun &Ae 6eposiLts resulto of 

these calibrat•oIn ore Included a0 6S1hOlt and Others (105). An abbreviated 

l-set.star. of the oatanianl of urana' aigration in swufilil hevollts is 

inCluded In this report.  

Far ur-"s-antrefd doting. the distiLltolln of associated uanim-ale5rJo 

members in the geochaesI o ovviroirelent during and after medieeLSiOrn *Yet 

hove been controlled by open•-sLati behavior. $ed1ments &Ad geech"oical 

preciplites Interact with aoteriela carried in water theat mowve thlwgl those 

deposits. tills water usually eonltam It 14AL IoslI Anot$l of uranlum. and 

as this ;raniu'm decays, It produces a trail of radialctive daughter products 

that wre readily adaorbed on Solid matrix material, If the trail of the 

loaghter products. 06*1 and 'ltlth 1is distributed through the •epoallt in a 

predictable pattern, then a model for uronla-mtrsnd dating can be developed.  

The large nwber of geochemlicl varilblel in an oeno System precludes the 

Definition or a rigorous Mathemltical mde1l fo uranium migration. Intetad.  

an empirical model io me4 to define the perantels that can reasonably 

explain the Patterns of Isotopic diatribiLlon. this model requires 

Independent tin Calibration with known-age deposIts Sad Careful evaluation of 

the stratl raphie rela tionships Of the deposits to be dated.  

In the beologic environmelt. .ranl•u occurs chiefly In two difreoreL 

pilasess (i) sa a roulstate or Fled p••se 11011*0 are eominantl where uranium 

is structurally Incorporateld In motri minerals. (2) a mobile ph&** (water Is 

Dominant) which Includes the ranilum Mlax that niVltrat& touln Deposit.  

This soblle-phs" urlanim It responsible flr aa Isotopic fractionation process 

in the 11'111-2T series (daughiter emplacement) that eloble* the uran.nm'-trend 

dating techniqjoe to work. Anot fractionation process is the preferential 

leaching of 18'1 from the flmd piese. NaMI of the depolits analyzed Mi this 

stLdy are Slightly m0oisL an typically not wet or Saturated. •everthleasa.  

Weantia migration occurs. perheps steasonlly, either in solution or ons 
Colloids that slowly move thoughl Viod spae" between mineral &Ians. In arid 

and semiarid egvironentl. much of tlhe mobilepll-•e uranit resdles an the 

sirftac' of dry 63010er4l gfroi most Of the tle, and only M Meill a•ontL of the 

time It Is In boiflion or In &-Mpenslon moving tlrough a deposit. As a 

deposit undegroes intleatrtaLll altorstin. so"m uranium isoto*pe are released 

from the flied Pilas and enter the moOlle pMasl this process reslltS in 

noLtf.r form of iOstope fractionation W"'u dilpiametnlt).  

Analyses of the isotopic abndalnces or $tau, s 1U. 816Tl . and e'Thl in a 

single Sample do not establish a meaningful tjie-rIL4ed pattern of 

dMetricotion In en open-sySte environment. However. analyses of several 

s0amples. each of which has slightly different physical Properties and Slightly 

difrerent chanICSl CoMPOsiLton. mIa provile a Useful pattai-n in the 

distribution of these Isotopes. Analyses of 6 to S mp1es per unit. from a 

rul&'Ivoly large nuaver of alluv, ial. 01uvill. steei&%. and eolian deposits 

has shown that time-raelated Patterns exist.

The pa'pose of title Investigation to to etlerulnl the feVillltli! 4f &A 
empirical radilmtriLc dOLlng technlque (reniue-Lr*r.dl. 651h9116n114 from A few 

thouland to more tha Onehalft illion Pealr. tI a in to tillx Oloe #t&dy of 

surficial deposits. This urniwM-L•and dating hethod has been applied tO the 

UevaU test Site region where 0 *ajar effort IS underway to f in• l and Ute 

late C€notoie SLtlliT8Ve16 dep#*posit* •ed tll U.S. blpaitmal of 1gA*14 

hove"a Nuclear WsLe Storage ImveostistAltO project. VweraAa LrenchSe 

aseested In the urf 11icl1 dGap*l&& of She area haee provided eacell*tL Sliot 
for saiplitg the "eposits 46"4dle 0ad fHoover. 9I4a Swadlep *ad others.  

104). SVTaLIap'&h1i unitS 6ef04 116 by lov"O And others. (Mill) Wore 

Collected for this InvI•tigation.  

LIReIICAL sODIL 

Tne very Io•o-lived i$84 oto*Lape thali life of .b 4a tI years) upon 

rade•octive decay. praIu0*d OI•g-lived 01J&ht" products. "llu 6d "Ofth.  

becaue tlhe lfril oa "llu Is 244 go. this tIe~ is a potOoUil "5 a 
lemaeelali ralcer to dIop"0i ts h•1 arl "5 old as WO go. the ihalfllfe 4f 

"0101h IS T f I5go$ beoameo its ¢auglOP-•el"C 06il4o4 to ".5U. Iit is & &oI 

Isotope used In nearly All u•rlniWr1e1i d 1U 1 2 (AlIIIl . l191). The 
sIstem eoqullibriu. of the pant material ti disturbed duingh tiansiort. &an 

the ttallemant of a mew. roadjulted. $#Stae oqallibrme stIlarts in te blmMl 

at the timeO f lpOe tiolGO. Twos, for Isrefalal deposits. tle Starting point 

for the wranlimorLrtd C0loc Is the initiation of movemen Of wlateotroLbh ti"e 

sedilmnt rather than nimiatlion of soil development. Althougl both ot thaes 

procesls*& ay start It elInstially tllUM 561 time.  

The empirical model Incorporltt a 5component flled uranI.a Moe. f(0).  

The physleal significance of F(0) Is met 001) Uesrsod•d It Is relatel to the 

eff•cLlve eoneenLrOLIOn of ur4aini moving tlhe'ow€ a dlpolit. which In turn Is 

a fucLtion of Clmaste. tliters of 61dient. and tIe sewint of irnium In the 

eolle poase. Is the moel. the effelt of ftis flux o Isotoic variationls 

Geares"" essameatil•ll wIth time. the folloling is an soersilifiied esomle 

of the uranium fe In allwvl-Al. At the time of aoepoition. ljar& geolaa of 
water pass tlejll•J thle alluvlv. lowverl. on" t surface bh••ea& 

Seoa pnicall, stable. the 8dioelt 006aCLS lad "1t11 subseue'tlly devel"Ail 

durIng thoe* ph"". the voluse of wIatl Lft" #61111" twhj0ft the allisvium ti 

significantll less. both the 4uaniLtL of NOtal paSSIng tiwoagh and off•ctlng 

a deo•sIt. asd the •amce•tatloO of e.omsiv Is this motel Alre lcospentl of 

the flual It& olglltude is a function of the obcoetration of aural se is the 

castle phase rllative to the cancentrltion Of eri0 Is thle fised pll.  

because of the large asmoer of varlableo Is a Ststes tuht Is completely 

open wit% respect to miagratis•o or uranium. 8 rigorous ftnlemaLiCS1 asset S61d 

an sla•pl eeqsatiof for radioective rduth 6nd dealc of dagll•tel products 

cannot be conatructod. Insteld. an empirlial model Is bahed on rsulgt8 

obtaired fr%" beve•ll ollavIl. ceolluvial. Glacl, and Saliba Deposits of 

different ages. the Model r•eqsi•rl Calibration of Data the uranlun-le'l 

slope bnd I" tranum-fluI faLtOr. VIO). based ot analytical results fr." 

deposits a•f rows age.
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The Isotopic composition of several samples from the Sane dop*Sit.  

eprsessad in activity units. is required for solution of the model. The 

urInlus-trond value from whI. ages are calculated to the slope of the line 

representlng 

A( -4 230t) Si 3U . }ThI 

To accmodate measured Isotopic data. the varlatios are normallsed to 
"9'1U and the arsnium-trend VQdei Can be written In the following tore.  

sI V34U .
3
6 Uh,

2 35 lo *,t *C26
1 2% 

A a(T2
5

U - Ctel=t "CC .42t .C.3t 

31 0 1 C 'io10 1•l €) 2 O 3 . (1- )1-

a 2 312
CS * Ti )1 1

where II) Io is the decaly onstant of F(0)1-n 21(half period of V(0)). (2) 
1
2 

Is the decay constant of I'"U. and (3) 1 Ia the decay go"stu at *"Th.  

Thae are equations that define the npiltical moeel and the nuserical 

contants In the coerffllntL preceding the exponenilll terms ware determfned 

by cuoputer to provide a mdel with the beat riat for depoeits or known ago.  

The alternative urbs"au-trend slope represented by the *qJatlon 

i ! it 238 PielB 
M V - 10 

Is usad to solve for the age. An sxample of this uranlium-tred plot Is shown 
in Figure I where a York fit (LudaiS. 1979) Is used to Obtain the least 

squaras regression line.  

An additional parmete In the uranius-trand plot Is the Intercept of the 

slope line on the X-axls. si. represented by the equationl 

y - ax * b 

a " - b / o 

where u is the measured slope of the line. d is the intercept on the 1-all1.  

endsa I the intere cPt on the I-atsi. The value of i [a used to obtain 

tise calibration for the uraniusitrtnd model.  

A different type of plot is ued to determine if all the Sample* Included 
in the armunsm-trend Slope describe a reasonable linear array on a thorlus 

plot. This plot aerves mA a userfu Criterion to determine if all of the 
sample met likely to be froa the sane depositional lit And If any samples 
contain a signifcant mount of foreign material.  

The tis.rlun plot Of the Isotopic data can be constructed when the 

"I U/#**Th ratios of the Samples are plotted on the I-asia versus the 
'"ThnlelTh ratieo plotted on the 1-axis as shown in figure 2.

__I

The half period at Fio) and 6It decay constant. I*. are strictly 
empirical values that allow selection ot the proper easpneatial esfrfleemn 
is the eqastlon for the wantu-'tre4d model. for depaits at unbbnNas afe, a 

moth"d is required to determine the pr*opw value ofgot SOi eo uteoi the 
"eqiti ont this vole to determined (ran 4 Calibrationl Cure aed V.. l* values 
obtained for units or biown see. For this calibral•on. the volts" af .to 
plotted against the half poramdn of F(0) as sohws on the leg-log grapei 1.  
figure 3. The calibration oueto. isdeined by the proper IS values that yield 
the known aies for calibration nite gsing the edl equation. The v1 alu 
for dep0osts or knowrn-ae are osed far ealibratien. Thest valume we plotted 
agaimt the halt perlode of fai) equivalent to their Io velues. The Solution 
af the opiriesl equation, Using •any itvenbe lt period of F(0) yields afan
like array at -sranlius-trend slopea repraeantilg various aese. These slope* 

rotate eounterclockwise from the first to 00""n Quadrant or the waenus-trend 
plote. for devpdolt whos•o aalyste are Include$ io thie paper. the F(0) value 

is detereined trom the eallbratiSM vPap (Fig. 3) VOing the ea tolue meaured 

on t141 wrlmnue-irend plot of the "ta for eChdt dPositional onit.  

Four primary points tased on difterel• radloetrie dating technique 
used for tim celibrlati•om (I) a rdloorbonm age oft HIke (Fry. 19131 woe 
USed tfop loves o Late iadmein age in HlIMlneota. (2) AN "Olldan hydration 

oag or 150 gs (Pleee. 1979) wn semd for deposits or Null Lake age new Vest 
TIlle tone. Imots". and so portim• eteors 1yoming. (3) A 1-0r aIg Of 0.6 Ne 
was uted for calibration of ah Lava Creek; eh bed. whlh correlates with the 

"seolitised usr in Tuft A. Late Teoops. Callfornla (Isoit and others. 1970).  
and (to) a -ar age at 0.13 Ma wes seod for Bilsop *ot bed (Dolryople and 
others, 1965) whack gorrelet with Tuft 1 at Lake Teaspe.  

CC.C•IOC SLTTING 

tihe Nevada Test Site is is the souLhern part. e the Creta 1mtim. an orea 

Characterized by north-trending linear mountain rangle that are flanked by 
extensive alluvial tam and aeparatad by b'oed alluvial bells.. The 
geographic area includins the location or w4spilnli'gtes for uraniuI-trend 

dating is shown In figure . The climate is trid and vegetation IS limited to 
sperm. desert plants. Qustornor' owrtlsel deposita in the ITS region 
Primarily include alluvial deposlts of s•soaa material. flivial deposlts of 
aonddived trom 1l iml materia. actin shafse and dunce. and de•brt 
flows. Surficial units proto& Is the region are soarlesd by Smedley ond 
Others (1905. fIt. 3).  

Late Ceno0oi1 Straiirsayhl 

The late Tortiary and Qustorn•• de•peltu of the study area cosnist or 

alliius. eaolian sands. colluvis.m lAke Sediments, and volaenit deposits.  
These range in age trom peoter then 3 S.F. old for ease of the lake aediments 
to less then obout 150 years old for the youngest alluvial unit (foaver and 
others, 1911). Noover and others (19M1) desribed the atratilraphy or trase 
deposits and defined chmrctorIstlce by which thai Can he mapped and 
correlated srouss the region on the basis of agt. lithology. and deposltonel 
envirosuent. The following brief descriptions of the map units era based 
mainly on their work. The dpusits wer groupet hereli into tour major 
unites (I) late Pliocene and Pleistocene. (2) Pliocene(?) and early 
Pleistocene. (3) middle and lti Plelatocane. and (4) Holocene.

S
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Late Pliocene and Pleistocene Doei•eit 

Tit ol0est satr(icil dep3SIts IInvestligted are predordolnttly Of late 

Pi,)cnu sLe and corsist of lae'trisne adimentL. These lasustrine deposits 

era mainly unconsolidated to esoerately Indurated marl and silt that locally 

conLain beds or limestone, sede and flne-grained volcanic "fh. They Were 

deposi•ted i Lake aeri"os. which Occupied such of what is noW the Inasgaeo 

Dyaert valley (fig. 5) during the tate Pliocen4i remnanLt of the lake probably 

persisted into the early gOjternary.  

The age of the lae'oateln deposits is nWt preCiatiy knuwn. lawtvi.rr an 

ash bed near tihe Piddle of the unit yielded radiaetric aease of about I ms 

(fissleontrake mthado C. &;. heaser. UV. . G•oio0aeil orole. written esmomn..  

1960) Ind 3.5 Re (K-Ar method on blotitli 0. L. Mey. University of Cliifornia.  

beoraley. written oomaai.. 1919). A second ash bed near the top at the wit 

Van dated at 2.1 a 0.11 %& by the islaon-Lrnck method (C. V. *e*oer. written 

comaa.. 1W). A Slightly laungar age IS auggested for the upper Palr Of the 

.epositUS by bemnoth rFemi that rea Considered to be ldee LhM I ha (C. A.  

Isponnlng. U. L. Ceololesal Survey, wriMt eSmoata.. 1l941 thses depoItLs are 

beyond the range of uralsm'trend dating.  

PlioceneMl and Early Pleistocene Deposlts 

These depoILU consist tA IlluvIm that mainly is early Pleistocene bit 

In sae areas hel be as old a latest Pilocene. Unil QTa. generally elder 

tham about 0.71 Me. Is largely carse aderis flows. but talju. coqlIlwvu (gic) 

and pediment gravel (Gtg) are present in sow areas. The GTs deposits are 

Commonly eroded and dIsset•ed, &nd normally exhibit stroing al&lt oIlts, which 

tocally result in low perseability.  

The approximate a*e at unit QT to limited by the agos Of enclosing 

AnitS; Lhere are no dated maLeriela withln the wnIt. QTI Winontormaly 

)verlies lacutrlno deposits at several localities in the ase (Swe6ady, 

198)3. indicating the Wes deposits locally are leas than a Ma. Unit l ge is 

vereim by unit ga. that locally cnatals lenos of volcanic ash correlated 

with the Bishop ass by 1841lt (112) on the basic of their Similar chanistry.  

sadlomratic "tesl for samples tra the isthop ash Indicate that it io O.Tb ha 

old (IMet&. I96). The lower part of unit ga0 is considered approximately 

0.?6 1a old of the bhals of the eorrelation With the Dishop ash. A perlod of 

erosion and weathering occurred following the deposition of Uas bu& prior to 

deposition of a" (11cover and Others. 19561). suggesting that OTs dposits may 

be sjbiotntially alder than the 0.15 Ms old limit Implied by itU sta i$`apiti 

position below 0Gi deposiL containing the $iahop ash. basalt ash deposits io 

frectareo Within. uIt GTa exposed irn two fault trenches it e•stide Crater flst 

ore Inferred t0 be approximately 1.2 Is IuSedley and others. 1964). possibly 

restrictian further the upper limit for the age of wiunt 07. One GTO deposit 

wal Sampled. SlAy9ed. and fouts to be beyond the range of the U-Lrend method.  

Middle and Late Pleistocene Dtposlts 

MilGMe and late Pleistocene deposiLt (unit Q2) consist of tan alluvlmA.  

flivlsl and eO911n sends, and volcanlic as. Thbss deposits have been 

Windivided into five mappable units ont the basis or relative age and 

lithology. tWroe alluvial Units. 0i2C, 02, and s20 (in grate of decreasing 

age); eolian dsese and sand sheets. Q2e. and fluvial send sheets. g2s. The 

lithologles. stratilrapie relations, And s1oil dvelOpmenl of these uita are 

described it more detall by Sooser add others (19#1. p. 15).

unit 0 C c¢ nsistso oa fl vvial tan deposits a dd ame DebIiS flo ws. 'Those 6eposIt& tipicalily re WIconoliested. Poorly to well-SorLedo R6abedeUd &0 
wellbeadeo. engsjir to ralead gravel with card Soid silt In the mIn~r.  

l aterb d o r sil ty Se es a re l ocally c ome m. All ajv lal tens of 0. generally 

wre depoited Oil will aTa an the 6I4le and *-pr valley aloje*; gOe also 

acear as Lieprace ldeponiL i l ager *&roa d v4ellap . giant aSe e4tersinaLt ono 

more ""e on fluvial deposits at malt G02.  

- liss deposits of wiunt g2 occur aS deuns and sand sheets to and 

$d4scent to the Asrgo•es hael valley, lDep$ ot fine. well-brLted sand as 

micas 0 a thick flani deny at the hills bordering the Aoargama seart om 

the north. U11ll Q.5q is le ally Ilntrbeddea Mllit time l6a-r part u. 11of UN ed Is 

elde rly o ider &tAd (J.b. o .0 412. Geun aIL 4m iel4 4 fte" this Stud y w.. he id 

the range ot the U-tread method.  

The Intfrr ed a ds of 0.1 am old ft r I mle ses of volcanic "as it the l ower 

part at unit Qe eisciused ababe Is nonoielord the approallo loWer age 111L 

for both wilts We amd O. oentget 20d gr~Vels lecally oeorlie e•d Wallis 

reworked clndero tram the M& bwe balt sealer I Ia henorthwast af Lathrop • 

Wall& Isig. '. Wias ee yielded K-A"r dales ranging free 830.000 &a 300.00 

years old iVa,.ima and ethers. 1lOW). Indicating the apppoaomate 64 tar the 

younger part of We dilpoItiea.  

fluvial sand Sheets o ;Olt G20 occ" along major *tream& and dranlaWes 

dowertrean from dunes. The a•iets consist of weaLerlald fine so satlus 

gravelly send or atreamrewksd wndolasnl &&Ad, aen ecomonly reat so We 

tans. TyWee gla deposits were dated to this sLudy.  

Unit 02o is similar to Q26 In deposiLional environment and lithlogy. It 

aceirs as terraeo deposits that are inset In p0a and unerline loaer alope 

tan$. These 0s toans caolY se•rg UPsIo wIth Ol e fan deosits. Six 
suit"e of samples rom wnit 4Le ere dated n Lithe study., 

The youniest fluvial erL of 02. "Mit als, Consists of aebris flow 

deposits that are lare etough to be s"aiwd at o*MY threa localities io this 

study ares. O1 is poorly sored. anoonolldated seand- to lay-las Materlal 

that eonteinao same $royia. aine &AS d¢Lerdalshelo waere made on the fltvial 

pert of unit 2s.  

Overlying ;ol OGl (•nd osler mAiLs) Is a this wnit of solien silt which 

probably is desert lames. This unit is ot Present aIn MOIocnu deposits (unit 

01G In the study ares. IndliliLIig A PrGo"le age of pire Moaiene. IAt peast Qas 

(late Pleistocene). Two -ample Wilits were eollaled and analyied Is this 

materjoll only one U1-trend age estimate was oUIA1ned ftrm these suited.  

Nolocent Deposits 

Unit 01. Holoesde in age, is principally coars*e flivial e•atral and 

local delris flows in and along present Ldrinles". It has little or as sol 

development and, mInly 01s the beels Of LOPOaVS11. may be divided locally 

into as manyA aS tUree AILt $gas. So and S). In addition. OI co•tains local 

ooelM e"posits (01e) and sand haneti (gi1). ho U-trsnd ages wore attempted 

on 01 deposits because of thIe lares percentage error lilitatiLos ilhreemt in 

the bothe4 for "eposits as young as Holocone.

I 7
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To obtain a uaniu-tr-nd idate. several Chennel samples, stout I kg each.  

are Collected from a vertical section of each onepaiti0•nal unit, the requlred 

n:ber or samples for a reliable trend plot depends on the variation In ratios 

of orsniwy and thorl'i' that defTine the trend liee. The sInslpn number of 

*amples needed is not known until anlymses wre completedi therfore.  
subdividing the unit Into a larger number of semples Auvilly wiii Increase the 

likelihood )! better deflning thi urallwe-trand line. A minimum of three 

22mplne is requlred. Wit It Is detSriole to have S to I sa..les In a given 

sampling unit to 49termine a reliable slope, It Is not alway* possible to 

deterslne, in the field, the easel boundary between depoetional unite, To 

help alleviate this problem. collection of a larger nunmber o samples Is 
rpq'Iroe to determlie the boundary between Some depositionxal untls. For 

soils, sampling by horizon or sibherlZon usually ts appropriate. Differences 

In mineralogy and particle Sile of the sediment alas are goad field criteria 

For selecting eamplas that are iikely to have a suitable spread of values to 
provide a wel-de- ined linear trend. It is pre-ormale to somple a channel 
tlsrogh deposits esposed In a trench wall or a relatively fresh. well-expooed.  
outcrop. ilsamplt or Sampled sections are Shown In the eotIch of Collection 

sites in Tucca Pountamin Trench I (Fig. S).  

bepoaltional unilt at the Wayds Teat Site Commonly Contain pebbles and 
larger fragments and a sibsasple of less-then-2 em size Is retained for 
analysis. poilverised to less-then-0.2 an size. homogenized, and processed. in 

depslts whore the Isotopic composition is similar In each sample, additional 
"at can be Obtained by analyzing that pert of the wPulversled subsample that 

Is leno-than-0.3 am ease. Both (2 nm and (0.3 am size fractions were analyzed 

for amples from isi localities at the ITS (TSV)96. SII. SM1. CF2. TH2 and 

Chemical procedures used for seperatiug wanit= and &horiwu far alpha 
spectrometry sesauraments aretihoe described by Rosholt (1905). Spikes or 
'IOU and "eIlk are wed in the radiolsope-dilutIo• tectelque to dtltermln 

the conentrations or wenlun and thoreiu. For deftiing waniw-trand slopes.  
a uranvm eparae% i counted rfor different times In the alpha spectrometor 
and a thorlut aeperete is counted three different timne. The procedure of 
determining the Isotopic abundances of "eTh. 00*U, and 'IOU Is described by 
11sholt (1964).  

DISCUSSION OF ESIULTS 

Uranium-trend analyses for 28 sample sections at or near the Nevada lost 
Site, some of which include deposits of mare than one age, are included in 
this report. Site locations are shown on figure a. and descriptions of the 31 
depositional units analyzed are listed in Table I. Table Z contains a 
generalized description of each Sampled unit. incliding selected soil data and 
lithologic characteristics, depths below the Surface, and uranim and thor•i* 
content for each sample. Uranium and thoriwm concentrations are accurate to 
Within 12 percent of the reported val-a. five Sample $Iesqences (RFF. 029.  
SCFI. 1,CF. and SCF3) were not datable using the v-alniw-trend model. Two of

oemp a "DIS. .Uf...-* eon
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the amdtabie units are sillso sand and the renaiing three are flu|• l 
Sand. The isotaple ratio* required for 0e ploat Ore listed I& ni Tbl3. 6lso 

included Wath the isotopic ratis re error values (2 Stadarde•ilation) .  
required for cosputor ealculation of the slope sad uncertainty or the slope of 
"the linear regressio•n line. An aeditioral significant figure for theme data 
lTable 32 to retained fo the selope calculation to Samid premature atirhe4tre 
rounding. Uranmio-tred and thorive plot& for each, deposit listed It Table I 
are Shown it Figures 6-)%.  

Same data were not Included ia the calculations of uraniun-treg aSea. A 
few of the units sampled and analysed at the beginning of this intige&Itilo 
ingluded near-sjrface meterials at depths or lese than 8 ca. Deat for these 
near-urface sample* hae" been excluded from the calculation of the linear 
regresalon tine beca•se of the likelihood of eeltmination by dust and OLr 
foreign asterisal that is ignititently younger then the main deposit. In same 
other cases. mpblem were Included from the uraniui-trend line It. on the 
thorium plot. they did net fit the linser array derined by the Olher sanples 
from the deposit. One reason that a seepie Per depert from linearity is that 
it Is compoed in pert or entirely of material from an elder or younger 
deposit. This problem usually it encountered only with the upper or lower 
sampled part or a deposit. Another reeseo for the above disorepeancies is that 
the porosily and permeability ehlerteriStics of IlayrS within the 
dlpositelonl unit may be sfficliently different so that Very different 
effective urasium flues may have occurred In the Same deposit. For Instance.  
the effective flux rate is different for an open-work gravel in which the 
00•ile-pha"e ,rd'ni has a short residenos time oaipared to that for a elsyty 
layer through which fluids move pere slowly. Assimllatlon of Uranium Ia a 
depoeit dumlpt a lote $%&*e of altoration con Cow. snowalous variations In 
tle Isotopic lutr., such as the Incorporation of traniferous opal. aeoples 
of ampies excluded from wanium-tr-nd slope celeulation Includes thuse fram 
the upper horizons In F"PC. SI. RVl-J. S9. CIt 1111. , V1.5 1-11
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anoealous urlanium content in TMo-30T enA TYI&S-Ai and sample SCIS'5 that 
Contains a mixture oF two different depositional fthiet in the se"cion. On 
the bess Of the Tfit of late on the thorlie plot, It appears poelte to 
Identify empblem In the profile that do Sot belong to the same Stratiar•phie 
unit or that have mloralOSic or ain-ilped Component* that are not 
Comparable to the whole of the unit.  

The urani'at-trend model perameters for 33 dated units from STS are sh.wn 
in Table 5. These parameters Include the values for 1-Interc•pt. half period 
of FyI), uranim-trend slope, and see for eec unilt. The uncertality for e*an 

dse determination llsted is one Standard deviation, and Includes &matter as 
defined by Ludwl (S"791. A ilnt nunuber for each dated deposit is included in 
TIble 4 and shown on the cilibration curve (ig. 31).  

Specific results for each geographic ares (Table I) generally are 
described below In order or Increasing age (02&@ 02b0 ole, QTa). The five 
samples in unit SifF. Collected frm a sillt. vleiular A h•rizon In a trench 
on the edto of Frenchmen Flat tend to form a circular array rather then a 
linear relationship on the U-trend plot (Fig. 

6
)i no U-trend age coald be 

calculated for these Sample. A saiilor motion Sediment with underlying CC& 
horizon uas recollecteds 10 smpies In section FFPG gav a U-trend age of 30 
is with large error or 1 30 Ia. The Lop Simple (FFG-i) was not Included In 
the U-trend slope (fig. 7) because of possible infiltration of materil firoe 
the surface. The uppermost sample or 6 samples or the underlying alliovie in
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the 020 deposit (Si) also wua not IncludOe In the U-trend line becveee of 

probable infiltration Of Vateriel fron the overlying 4dpOSilS. Unit SI 

yielded a trend line with limlted range (Fig. 8) and gives en age of 90 S 60 

Lo. Hoverr. oh extensive re3amplinl of the allavius In toe trench at 

Frelmnchan FlL (repnr-snted by wit* F2 a•d F3) gave more dfined U-tread ages 

(figs. I and 10) of 200 a 60 go and 190 a TO ge fof the uPpOr and lower part& 

ot wuit W2•. respectively.  

Units with three different U-trend ages were idenLified in lock Valley 

trench lVI (Snuer end Others. 9I8e. Fig. 8). The upper Ole units of Slope 

vwah (IAf A-0. Fig. I11) nd a e arted A horlson lAVI J0. IFig. i1) give ages IS 

the 2o-o0 La radee. The -Adarlving 02D MbiL. represented by &he c¢lcerenue 

ho. i$On tail "U. Fig. 13'. eel a U-tre.*O ago of 160 a bO La. eit lowest 

parts Of the two At se.-tion oneomist or the Ol witl these depoalt* gave 

similar ages of 310 1 50 la (I 9-1. Fig. IR M and 2id *30 La LIVl V-1. F;I.  
13).  

"The upper Wae wits sampled In Rock Valley trench AVa gave U-trend egao 

of 38 1 10 La (TSV-301. Fig. iS) end 36 a 20 La (Av2-U. Fig. 15)1 thea units 

are equivalent to the upper uwits in the nearby Rock Valley trench ill. The 

lower gravel alluvium or the a2e nit In the iVa ea1iOM. which wae Sampled at 

a greater depth than the nIl sections. ylelds en #g of 390 a 100 La 1092-L.  
Fig. iS).

Initially, only four eamples were collected for dIting a reddish-brown 

soil In a sand sheet espoamd in a trench near the Jackeas Flats Lngine TOeO 

Stend (ITS. fig. M)l thee samples Vers insufflicent to detersine a U-tread 

age (Fig. 16). Mine *ample& trim a channel through a thicker part Of the 

erlillie B henisoo in the Ol2 sheet sand usa roesmpleads U-trend slope (Fig.  

17) lives oh ale of 160 Ka with a relatively large error of 90 La. This poor 

U-trend value should he clawer to the upper ialt oV about 250 La.  

tight samples VC el'jvlvm (S9) wore collected frem a 1.6 r-thick Wait in 

the upper pert of the Jack&" Divide trench (JO. fig. 4). The oranlm and 

thorium isotopic ratio& of the upper two samples raesmble that or saeplee Frem 

depoaits of wnit •ia in other trenches. therefore the values tar these two 

samples were etcluded tram the U-trend elope of the underlying Q20 wnit. The 

loaer six smopleas yelded en ae 0of 210 s S0 ts (fig. 1lh* th upper two 

Samples lso hae" wide divergence tram the relalPOn line on the therium 

plot of te lower 6 samples. A 1.1 &-thick *Al of older alluvium wea 

Collected from the low Vert of Jack"&a Olvile trench. The I &ample" in this 

unit provide well defined U-trend and thorium plots (Fig. 19) that Indicate an 

4g4 of o t0 S tO gL. This age corresponds to thole determined for older 

deposits of unit QZc.  

A series or I samples ISCMI) of pebbly fluvial graveS in wit 021 was 

Collected In the Vest trench io South Crater Flat. Both the I"&e-thAe-lim 

and lIe*-then-0., m eSie Trtctlors were analysed In each &eaple however, no 

U-trend age could he Calculated trom either eat or plots (FIg. 20). An*Lhe 

series of S s&pmles (SC'3) uws recollected trim the trench, but a U-trend aeg 

could not he Calculated for the less-tha•-2 si flat raeLion (Fig. 21). A 0.$ 

&-thick sequence or 9 samples Sn fluvial sand aid pebble gravel (ICS) was 

collected is wnit 02€ exposed In the vwet trench at South Crater Flat. These 

sasples did not provide a U-trend age because of the excessve scatter Of the 

points for both the less-than-i ma and the less-then-O.3 ma site fractione IS

all samples (fig. 221). light *aes* frog a 1.2 m-thlc sectLio (UraC) of 
unit Q2e WOs reeolloat*o frr& the trench. The UPp 4 110mple0 O sand 

sediment dofined a different trend line then the lower 3 esApies of Pebbly 

8a11viu the Interudialte 8&0010 (SCat-5) appears to he 8 Mature Vf both 

unite (fig. 23). uri•lu°-trend a&gs for the Vaper md lower parLs ear 4O0 and 

4I0 La. respectively. These valuve provide e4 estimate# average age of 440 a 

60 La tar this 021 deposit.  

A group of 6 samples conslstiAd alaly of Calcium arbeonLae (TSV 39•4 v" 

collected from trench I $a Crater Flat. both the lees-Lhma-8-m and &0Se

than-C.) s were analysed ter each aubesePle. tack also felian yielded 

stalsl ages With a4 average age of as a 20 La 14 o*taited# trem the -treid 

plots Ihun to fidlJre 24. TIam" roeslta 8agiest ainleif6nt c:ei varbolate 

aoemulatdi0 and a-woigi" eeveloipment ever the Past so gLa U-troed 6e64 is 

this %led or enriched oerbatos matlerial reflect tP tame or 6tro4 clcium 

carbo•ate evelapmat to Older Sediments.  

tligt $awlea (Mrs) of the vow all'Jvlm (011) were Collected from 

trench I im Crater flat. an the thorius ploL (fig. 2e). sampie Cfl-a diverges 

from the regresaloa lime dofImed by the rmeiming as0ple. tiaatete It wee 

excluded from the H1-tread elope that gives an estimated a4e at O0 t 10 La. A 

25 4m thck Doiied arbirgitl hertia Is unit gWs also w" collected in this 

trench 4CF6) Wllett 11168dd a U-troe p19P ot a sample (rFIg. 26) with ad, 

pe OSalmate age of 190 1 0 La. Seven Amplee ClI) of Allwuai In wait GAe 

woderlylag the argillie 3 heriloa were collected trom tihe treach both Lees

thoa-2 an aid 1*o4-tha-0.) elsMao fractions gawe similar U-tread plots (fig.  

IT) ad4 on see of NO, 30 Ia.  

The Ila Section Is Tlca Isonltate Treanl a comaists Vf 4 aMple" tram a 

thim bvried 11 hortso formed Ito alluvium (wgU) and 6 eampts ftrom the 

unoerllag; caloareous grasily alluvium MauiI). VloIt for tA leaa-tmha-2-ee 

And the 10,a-th061-0.3 - else traetionls for theam depoaiL ate shown Is Frig-re 

24. The U-trndS ae of the vow (W a) "it to 41a IS A &•1theLat Lf 

lower (a) unit Is 145 a 2• La.  

The Int) section e.lieted from Paces Ioutlain Trench 11 containe4 

depoitLs o two ditfferest 5 1ll am upper Gae unit 16 amslea)i and a lower Wes 

unit ( &Saple"). the upper ample Is &" WAILLi we sot lalkmlod II the U" 

troead plot be0ald, both sample seseLhned tl64113ees at matOrial trem the 

overlila deposlt (FIi. 29). the tractiose fler than 2 ma ead fler tha 0.3 

ma wore analysed for *ash sample Is the aseetloo As"n at 3 g Lan s6 go faotr 

thee fractiONs. respectively. provide eam ee of &bout &0a ItASO La r Ise 
upper wit (Clala and aes of a20 1LAd 250 a La raMpeti oLvely. provide age 

estimate of a.0 a 90 la for the lower wilt (Ol).  

Tue superposed a horlsono ore esposed Is the apper 90 an of Tucca 

Hountali Trench I1 (Fig. 9). A 30 cn-Lhloe ohaemil (1|11t4) consistind V the 

lower S honieoi eoilt um Sampled tram the math wall V the treach. Sample 

IN4155-2 hed a higher uranium content thai the other saples Is this unit.  

which rofleces repceat eddtilom of uranlya this sample Is Not ompatible with 

the other Seaplee tm the wit bad it wee modlded trm the U-tread lime. The 

age calculated trom the renmaing S4 eample representlni waIt gs (Fig. 30) to 

38 a I0 La. A 60 oe-tch Section (INIOU) cOALimlNAg both the Upper esd lower 

I horizons formed in 02* saed wee Collected from the South well is the trench 

(Fig. S). The upper ample (1114-I) is not iocladed Is th U-trand elope

IU
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(rig. 31) because It contains lsteriel tros the overlying sediment. The ase 

obtained tres the realhing I sampleS is 90 1 50 Kai however, this sse is 

eisoldered to be Inceurate because the section Incl'des two I hor~tons that 

may be formed In deposits of .lftferent ages. A mae reliable U-Lrend &Se for 

the lower )3 amples In the lower 0 horizon of Unit Q2s to 55.1 20 Ka. A 1.7 

0-thiCk Section WAS collected In the lower Q@o alluvlum In the Yucca Mountaln 

Trench It (FIt. 5). Three types or 02e deposits are eapoeed Is the trencht 

(I) a laler ot Ieinor carboate In the upper 0.6 a (11y100. 10-l). (2) a 

celcoreous5541dy sediment In the middle 0.3S m (1i141L. IS-Itl, and (3) 

ealclts-canele� erasvel In the lower 0.15 a (TiIIL, 18-22). Tle U-trend dates 

for these somples (FIg. 31) Suggest that the carbonate seccumletton Started In 

the middle part wf th.is 1 A.tior about 270 a 90 Ks ago. The underlying sandy 

and gravelly alluvium of unit 02 has ases or %2o t so t0 end too I 90 Ka.  
respectively.  

A T.2 a-thick channel In alluvial unit 02b (CIQ) usa collected from the 

Charlle frows Quuarry northeat of Shoshone. California. The results of the 

analyses of I samples are shown In rigure 32, which gave P-trend aeP of 160 a 

25 gs. It woonformebly overlies the Tuff A ash bed found In nearby Lake 

Tecopa (Shepard and Cude. 1960) which has been correlated with the 600 gI Lave 

Creek ash (ilsett. 192).  

The 7115 unit consists of volcanic ash which has been partially altered to 

Clay that waS samplgd at an outcrop at Fairbanks lille. levada (FIg. 4). A 

m8nipyn at e of a C0 Ks was calculated from the poorly defined U-trand plot 

shown In F1gure 33.

gligt samplas were collected trot an 80 Cs-thick channel In a trench On 

the gleens Pediment (fig. 4). The Carbenate-csented SlluvTiun Is equIvalent 

to unit QTs brit ito age IS beyond the limits of the dating lechiqJe. The U

trend age calculated fr•e the free the measured slope 1Fig. 34) yields a 
minimunm ae of 600 Ks.  

SUIOURT 

UraniA-trend daLing Is a userul Vethod or determningn the approximate 

age of Queternary deposits In the Nevada Tast Site area. The method Is the 

most aeueate in the range of 60.000 to 600.000 years. Sample$ that have 4 

wide spread or dots poInts and minimum Scatter ado the uraniumtrend slope 

"at beat say be accurate within a 10 percent. Relative errors are large• ner 

the lower and upper limits Of the 8ag range of the method. Age resolution for 

deposits less than 20,000 years old have errors e@aal to o greater than the 

reported age. With respec to the 4mainam age limit of deposits (greater than 

600.000 years). the error usually is greater than 20 percent. thus the limit 

on the possible saliPU age S Dbeoes uncertain for ages greater than 700.000 

Years. Dating of deposits troe the Nevada lest Site and in New Mexeco (J. N.  

Rosholt. unpjbllahed data) Indicate that age resolution Is better for 

Calcareous deposits than for nonclcernoue deposits such as carbonate-free 

till and 1ons5. Poorly sorted alluvial deposits of sled mineralogy usually 

yield a better spread of the data points on the uranium-trend plot than do 

smlien sand or other quartz-rich send deposits that have little or no soil 

Development.

A tatulatiA of 31 wrenium-trend Oage determined on allivili end fluvial 

units at IS are included in Table 5 modifled free Swadley eand others

(19|1). The results wre listed sccrtding to stratiraphle units deflnd by 
Noover and others £1961). A sample suite (F'P) containIns a latss deposit 

dated at appaosi•ately 30 Ka. Thme age rene a the remalning @24 deposits of 

slope Wash sand and tfivlal gravel ts 31 a to tO SS 8 20 Ka. A poOr ae or 

sample suite SI is replaced by results tram recollected samploe It Frenchman 

Flat (F2 and F311 thus. the age range of 026 deposits IS osnsliderd to be 105 

8 2S to ?01 i0 1(t. To egroups of 0fg deposlts heae ber found. the yonger 

02. stratlgraphlc wilt reanen from 240 a 50 Ka in the Twauan Nountaln ares to 

310 A 40 Io at look Valley. The oldeor 40 stratlgrop•ile wilt. Sampled to dock 

Valley. Jachass Divide. and South Crater flat. has a range of 390 I 100 to 400 

a 60 Ks. 02s depeolts "ted froe 160 A 90 tO 4O t 90 Rag hoWever, the 

younger ate Is a leoss rellible vale with a large error plot and it sheAd ho 

considered am elosmr to a M50 Ks value. The loelnar earnaiet (TH141(l 

refleots the time 04' &trong elclu Carebonate development. abotut 10 a 90 "K.  

rather than the older a"e of the host fluWviS "ad In Trench 14.

A histogram sh"Wing )0 U-trend age determiatlons from alluvial Units at 
NTS are shown in F6ire 35. Pesults of the first Sampling of Fretwlmam Flat 

alluviut (SI) are excluded taro the hIstorm. PledIan ages froe thee& deposlts 

Indicate the following tism of VwdeslPraod depoetionmal About 60 IS go for 
02e sdimnts. ITO a .0 Ke for S2i0 sdlmemnts, 210 s S0 and 40 a SO 1K8 for 
Younger and Older an deposits. These renvlto ore reasonably consistent with 

other age detersolstloin. stratilgraphIc constralnts, and with eStUetes based 

on gpeoorphic evldence. In this geograph(le wars. ost of the late to piddle 

Pleistocene iedlsents appear to have been deposited to these tiUe frame.
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Figure 1. Uranium-trend plot of CF2 alluvium In Crater Flat Trench 3. All samples plotted In terms 
of activity ratios.
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ABSTRACT 

The middle Miocene southwestern Ne

vada volcanic field (SWNVF) is a dassic ex

ample of i silicic multicaldera volcanic field 

In the Great Basin. More than six major 

calderas formed between >15 and 7.5 Ma.  

The central SWNVF caldera duster consists 

of the overlapping Silent Canyon caldera 

complex, the Claim Canyon caldera, and the 

Timber Mountain caldera complex, active 

from 14 to 11.5 Ma and centered an topo

graphic Timber Mountain. Locations of 

calderas older than the Claim Canyon 

caldera source of the Tiva Canyon Tuff are 

uncertain except where verified by drilling.  

Younger peralkaline calderas (Black Moun

tain and Stonewall Mountain) formed 

northwest of the central SWNVF caldera 

cluster. We summarize major revisions of 

the SWNVF stratigraphy that provide for 

correlation of lava flows and small-volume 

tuffs with the widespread outflow sheets of 

the SWNVF.  
New laser fusion 4°Ar/3 Ar Isotopic ages 

are used to refine and revise the timing of 

eruptive activity in the SWNVF. The use of 

high-sensitivity mass spectrometry allowed 

analysis of' submilligram-sized samples 

with analytical uncertainties of -0.3% (i1), 

permitting resolution of age differences as 

small as 0.07 Ma. These results confirm the 

revised stratigraphic succession and docu

ment a pattern of episodic volcanism in the 

SWNVF. Major caldera episodes (Belted 

Range, Crater Flat, Paintbrush, Timber 

Mountain, and Thirsty Canyon Groups) 

erupted widespread ash-flow sheets within 

100-300 Ly. time spans, and pre- and post

caldern lavas erupted within 100-300 k.y. of 

the associated ash flows. Peak volcanism in

the SWNVF occurred during eruption of the 
Paintbrush and Timber Mountain Groups, 

when over 4500 km3 of metaluminous 
magma was erupted In two episodes within 

1.35 m.y, separated by a 750 Ly. magmatic 

gap. Peralkaline and metaluminous rang

matism in the SWNVF overlapped in time 

and space. The peralkaline Tub Spring and 

Grouse Canyon Tuffs erupted early, and the 

peralkaline Thirsty Canyon Group tuffs and 

Stonewall Flat Tuff erupted late In the his

tory of the SWNVF, flanking the central, 

volumetrically dominant peak of metaluml

fous volcanism. Magma chemistry transi

tional between peralkaline and metalumi

nous magmas is indicated by petrographic 
and chemical data, particularly in the 

overlapping Grouse Canyon and Area 20 

calderas of the Silent Canyon caldera 
complex.  

Volcanism in the SWNVF coincided with 

the Miocene peak of extensional deforma

tion in adjoining parts of the Great Basin.  

Although regional extension was concurrent 

with volcanism, it was at a minimum In the 

central area of the SWNVF, where synvol

canic faulting was dominated by intra

caldera deformation. Significant stratal tilt

ing and paleomagnetically determined 

dextral shear affected the southwestern 
margin of the SWNVF between the Paint

brush and Timber Mountain caldera epi

sodes. Larger magnitude detachment fault

ing in the Bullfrog Hills, southwest of the 

central SWNVF caldera duster, followed 

the climactic Timber Mountain caldera ep

isode. Postvolcanic normal faulting was 

substantial to the north, east, and south of 

the central SWNVF caldera duster, but the 

central area of peak volcanic activity re

mained relatively unextended In postvolcan-

Ic tlime. Volcanism and extension In the 
SWNVF area were broadly concurrent, but 

In detail they were episodic in time and not 
coinddent In space.  

INTRODUCTION 

The southwestern Nevada volcanic field 

(SWNVF) is an outstanding example of a 

multicaldera silicic volcanic field. The 

SWNVF has been the focus of intensive sci

entific study over the past 35 yr, largely as a 

result of underground nuclear testing at the 

Nevada Test Site (NTS) and nuclear-waste 
repository studies at Yucca Mountain. It is 

well exposed due to Basin and Range fault

ing and dissection in an arid environment, 

and it is well known geometrically due to 

hundreds of deep drill holes (>600 in 

depth). The history of geologic investiga

tions of the volcanic field was recently sum

marized by Byers and others (1989). Geo

chronology of the volcanic rocks of the field 

was first determined by K-Ar methods (Kist

ler, 1968). We report initial results of a new 

generation of isotopic ages determined by 

the laser-fusion 'Ar 3 9Ar method (Dal

rymple and Duflield, 1988) for the principal 

SWNVF stratigraphic units, and we use 

these results to confirm significant revisions 

in the stratigraphic framework of the 

SWNVF and precisely define episodes of 

major eruptive activity. Source calderas for 

the major ash-flow sheets are described for 

calderas that are well known on the basis of 

outcrop or drill-hole data. Finally, we sum

marize the implications of the high-preci

sion ages for the magmatic evolution of the 

SWNVF, and the temporal and spatial dis

tribution of extensional deformation rela
tive to SWNVF magmatism.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF MAJOR STRATIGRAP*iC UNITS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN NEVADA VOLCANIC FIELD 

AasemblaSs Osta g Rame AV Estimated Old Volcanic center - (Ma) erupted magm (prio• s usge) 
volumma 

"Tv Stonewal FIa Tu 1Stonewall Mountain Volcanic center CO t Cat Canyon Member 40 
Spearhead Member so 7% Thiksly Canyon Group 300 Thinsy Canyon TuE Black Moutsain caldes.  Gold Flat Tug 20 GoM Flat Member ThU Ridps TuE so Trail Ridge Menber roe Me Tug 100 ?abuse Mena Member Rocket Wash Tu' 9.4. 100 Rocket Wash Member "ii Fortymil Canyon asemblag 140 Divene w aren Beatty Wash Fanmatioa0 Itoyite of eUao y Wah Tm Timber Mountain Group. 2M Tm r Mountain Tuf limber Mountain Caldera Complex Ammonia Tanks TuE HAS 900 Ammonia Tanks member Ammonia Tanks caldesi Rainier Mere Tug 11. 1200 Rainier Mesa Member Rainier Mesa caldera Tp Rhyoliat oft te loop 125 40
rainswumoGroup Paibruth TuE 

r2.7 1= Tin Canyon Member Oshai Can"o caldern Yom Mountain Tu 25 Yua Mountain Member Caim Canyo caldea? PA Canyon Tug 35 pa Caenyon Member Uncrtain Topopah Spins TuE 120 Topopah Speng Member Ud Ta CalRO Hills Foemation' 12.9 160 Thla and Inn or Calico Hills, 
Area 20 TV Wallmole Formation 10D 90 Wahre vokants TI Crater Flat Orp MSS Cra Flat TuE Sient Canyon culer oacnsl Prow lase Tulg 45 Prmo Pas Member mfts TuE 13IM 61 g Me (and Uncetain TS de (Wash Tug) Aria 20 calderat 

Tnm Tug 170 Tun Member prospector Pan caids comp? b Be••ed Revge Grovoups 3&* Belted Ran ,,TuE Dead H FIN r-t* 3 120 Tu and C of Dead Her.n 
Grouse Canyon Tu• 1.7 Flatflcanks of Saucer Mes bedded member 210 Grone Canyon Member Grosm Canyon caldert 
Cotnendita, of Split Rkidg am* Tunnel bed S 3onCayncdet 

20 RItyolite of Split Rkidg TV Lithie Ridp Tug 14.0 250 Uncertain lIa, of Tram Ridg 14.0 60 Ouare larse lava and unit C luff To Tunnel Formatim" so Tunnel bed 3 and 4 To Tub sp1Ui4 TuE 143 130 Tub Splft Member Uncertall To Tuioa Yucca Fat 111 0 Uncurtain Redrock Valley Tug s1m 360 Uncertai 

Now. No entry in "04" colhmn indicates tt current usage i uncanged..  
Newly defined with fomal statigraphie name.  

'The Area 20 and Grouse Canyon calderm only oumpose tL Sile. Canyon caldera complex.

REVISED SWNVF STRATIGRAPHIC 
FRAMEWORK 

Many units of the SWNVF were system
atically described by Byers and others 
(1976a), who discussed in detail only the vol
canic rocks they interpreted to be related to 
the Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera 
complex. Older metaluminous stratigraphic 
units were described in Car and others 
(1986), but no comprehensive stratigraphic 
discussion of the older and younger peral
kaline units of the SWNVF and their rela
tion to the metaluminous units has been 
published. The revised stratigraphy of the 
SWNVF summarized in Table I is based on 
our new petrologic and geochronologic 
studies.  

The stratigraphic changes (Table 1), first, 
raise formally defined formations of previ
ous usage (Belted Range, Crater Flat, 
Paintbrush, Timber Mountain, and Thirsty 
Canyon) to group rank. Petrographically, 
geochemically, and temporally related lava

flows and nonwelded tuffs are associated 
with their regional welded ash-flow tuff 
sheets. Second, these well-defined, region
ally correlative ash-flow sheets (members of 
the former formations) are raised to forma
tion rank and given the rank term Tuf. For
mation rank units are the Tub Spring (now 
separated from the Belted Range Group), 
Grouse Canyon, Tram, Bullfrog, Prow Pass, 
Topopah Spring, Pah Canyon, Yucca 
Mountain, T'va Canyon, Rainier Mesa, Am
monia Tanks, Rocket Wash, Pahute Mesa, 
Trail -Ridge, and Gold Flat Tuffs. Civet Cat 
Canyon and Spearhead Members of the 
Stonewall Flat TuAf Wahmonie Formation, 
Lithic Ridge Tuff, tuff of Yucca Flat, and 
Redrock Valley Tuff retain the same rank as 
assigned in the earlier literature (Byers and 
others, 1976a; Noble and others, 1984; Carr 
and others, 1986). Newly defined formal 
stratigraphic units are the Beatty Wash For
mation, Calico Hills Formation, Dead 
Horse Flat Formation, and Tunnel Forma
tion. The stratigraphic units of the SWNVF

are described next in older to younger se
quence and related to their respective vol
canic centers (Table 1).  

Major ash-flow sheets of the SWNVF 
erupted predominantly from calderas (Ta
ble 1); lava flows and minor pyroclastic de
posits erupted from numerous smaller 
vents. General consensus exists about the 
location and approximate geometry of the 
Silent Canyon caldera complex, the Claim 
Canyon caldera, the Timber Mountain 
caldera complex, and the Black Mountain 
caldera (Fig. 1). Sources for units older 
than the Tiva Canyon Tuff are completely 
buried and are documented only where re
vealed by extensive drilling, as for the Si
lent Canyon caldera complex in the sub
surface of Pahute Mesa (Orkild and 
others, 1969; Ferguson and others, 1994).  
Caldera sources for Topopah Spring, 
Tram, Lithic Ridge, Tub Spring, and 
Redrock Valley Tuffs remain poorly 
known, though various source areas have 
been postulated (Byers and others, 1976a;
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Figure 1. Location of 
calderas of the southwestern 
Nevada volcanic field 
(SWNVF) and index map to ge
ographic features. Known 
calderas of the SWNVF are the 
Timber Mountain-Claim Can
yon-Silent Canyon caldera 
complexes and the Black 
Mountain caldera. The Timber 
Mountain caldera complex was 
the source of the Rainier Mesa 
Tuff and the Ammonia Tanks 
Tuff. The Tiva Canyon Tuff was 
erupted from the Claim Can
yon caldera. The Silent Canyon 
caldera complex consists of an 
earlier Grouse Canyon caldera 
and a younger Area 20 caldera, 
source of the Bullfrog Tuff The 
Trail Ridge Tuff was probably 

Serupted during the final col
lapse of the Black Mountain 

v caldera, but the caldera may 
have largely formed In re

-sponse to the eruption of the 
Pahute Mesa Tuff. Geographic 
localities mentioned In the text 
are abbreviated as follows: CM, 
Chocolate Mountain; OM, Oa
sis Mountain; TH, Transvaal 

O Hills; TM, Timber Mountain.

E peralkane ca"de.

""108e

Christiansen and others, 1977; Carr and 
others, 1986).  

The oldest well-characterized metalumi
nous ash-flow sheets in the SWNVF are the 
Redrock Valley Tuff and the tuff of Yucca 
Flat (Byers and others, 1976a; Carr and oth
ers, 1986). The oldest peralkaline units in 
the SWNVF include the Tub Spring Tuff, 
previously the Tub Spring Member of the 
Belted Range Tuft (Sargent and others, 
1964). We remove this unit from the Belted 
Range Group because it is 1.2 m.y. older 
than the Grouse Canyon Tuff and because 
as much as 200 m of predominantly meta
luminous bedded and nonwelded tuffs of the 
Tunnel Formation separate the Tub Spring 
and the Grouse Canyon Tuffs at Rainier 
Mesa. Petrologic and geochemical criteria

indicate that the Grouse Canyon and Tub 
Spring peralkaline ash-flow sheets are not 
comagmatic (Sawyer and Sargent, 1989).  
The source of the Tub Spring Tuff is un
known, and intracaldera Tub Spring has not 
been penetrated in Pahute Mesa, although a 
few drill holes penetrate the stratigraphic 
level of the Tub Spring.  

The Tunnel Formation, as defined here, is 
divided into two informal subunits, beds 3 
and 4, that are widely used in the Rainier 
Mesa area and are equivalent to tunnel beds 
3 and 4 of the Oak Spring and Indian Trail 
Formations as used by Gibbons and others 
(1963) and Hansen and others (1963). The 
name is derived from the extensive series of 
tunnels used for underground nuclear test
ing on the east side of Rainier Mesa. The

formation base overlies the top of the Tub 
Spring Tuff, and the top underlies the base 
of the bedded member of the Grouse Can
yon Tuff on the east side of Rainier Mesa 
(bed 5 of Gibbons and others, 1963). The 
Tunnel Formation consists of a diverse se
quence of bedded and nonwelded tuffs, pre
dominantly rhyolitic in composition. Drill 
hole UE-12n14 (Fig. 1), from a depth of 
351-508 m, is a reference section for the 
Tunnel Formation; the type section extends 
about 1500 m east-northeast from 
UE-12n04, across the east face of Rainier 
Mesa. Tephras in the upper part of the Tun
nel Formation at Rainier Mesa probably 
correlate with rhyolitic to dacitic eruptive 
and intrusive units described below as lava 
of Tram Ridge. Lithic Ridge Tuff (Carr and
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others, 1986) stratigraphically overlies the 
Tunnel Formation in the Shoshone Moun
tain area (Fig. 1). The lava of Tram Ridge is 
a sequence of lava flows and related tuff and 
intrusive rocks that is present beneath Uthic 
Ridge Tuff at Tram Ridge (Fig. 1) and as 
dikes around Crater Flat (quartz latite of 
Carn and others, 1986). The lava and tufts 
correlate with the biotite-hornblende rhyo
lite west of Split Ridge (Byers and others, 
1976b) and unit C tuff in the subsurface of 
Yucca Mountain (Warren and others, 
1984).  

The Silent Canyon caldera complex in
dudes the oldest calderas in the SWNVF 
that are confidently identified. It is com
pletely buried by younger deposits but co
incides with a major gravity low (Healey, 
1968; Kane and others, 1981; Healey and 
others, 1987). Existence of this geophysically 
defined caldera complex has been verified 
by more than 70 deep (>600 m depth) drill 
holes in Pahute Mesa (Ferguson and others, 
1994). The composite topographic wall of 
the Silent Canyon caldera complex is ex
pressed at the surface by inward dips of 
younger Timber Mountain tufts that were 
plastered on the walls of the older caldera 
complex (Orkild and others, 1969; Byers 
and others, 1976b). The Silent Canyon 
caldera complex formed by two separate 
caldera collapses (Sawyer and Sargent, 
1989): an initial collapse of the northeastern 
caldera of the complex related to eruption 
of the Grouse Canyon Tuff, and a younger 
collapse of the Area 20 caldera caused by 
eruption of the Bullfrog Tuff (Fig. 1).  

The Grouse Canyon caldera was the 
source of the peralkaline Grouse Canyon 
Tuff. Comendite of Split Ridge, previously 
called the rhyolite of Spli Ridge (Orkild and 
others, 1969; Sawyer and Sargent, 1989), is a 
petrologically related precursor lava to the 
Grouse Canyon Tuft. The bedded peralka
line tuff beneath the welded part of the 
Grouse Canyon Tuff is the bedded member 
of the Grouse Canyon Tuff, replacing tunnel 
bed 5 of previous usage (Table 1). Following 
Grouse Canyon eruption, the northeast Si
lent Canyon caldera complex was filled and 
overflowed by postcollapse lava flows. This 
sequence of peralkaline lava flows and re
lated tufts, previously termed the /a and 
tuf of Dead Horse Flat (Orkild and others, 
1969), are now assigned a formal stratigraph
ic rank as the Dead Horse Flat Formation, 
named for an open meadow in the Dead 
Horse Fiat topographic quadrangle. The 
type section is drill hole UE-19c (depth 725
2249 m, Ferguson and others, in press) im

Pahute Mesa (Fig. 1), where the formation 
overlies the Grouse Canyon Tuff and under
lies the Bullfrog Tuff. The Dead Horse Flat 

Formation includes the extracaldera lavas 
exposed north of Pahute Mesa that overlie 
the Grouse Canyon Tuff that were termed 
volcanics of Saucer Mesa by Sawyer and 
Sargent (1989).  

The Bullfrog Tuff is the ash-flow sheet as
sociated with the younger Area 20 caldera 
(Fig. 1) of the Silent Canyon caldera comn
plex (Sawyer and Sargent, 1989); the intra
caldera facies was termed the lithic-rich ash
flow tuf by Orkild and others (1969) and is 
interleaved with thick megabreccia lenses.  
The intracaldera Bullfrog is more than 600 
m thick in three drill holes, including 
UE-20f (1859-2522 m depth; Ferguson and 
others, 1994). Boundaries of the Area 20 
caldera (Minor and others, 1993) are fixed 
by drill holes east and north of drill hole 
UE-20f, but evidence for the caldera south 
and west of UE-20f and UE-18r (Fig. 1) is 
concealed by younger units and not deline
ated by drilling southwest of the NTS 
boundary. Gravity data (Kane and others, 
1981) suggest that the Area 20 caldera ex
tends south under the Timber Mountain 
caldera complex. The distribution of thick 
Calico Hills lavas and tephras south of Tim
ber Mountain and at Yucca Mountain is ev
idence of petrochemically related post
Area 20 caldera volcanism and supports the 
interpretation of Area 20 caldera collapse 
extending at least partly beneath Timber 
Mountain (Warren, 1983). The Stockade 
Wash Tuff (Byers and others, 1976a) is pet
rographically similar to both the outflow fa
cies of the Bullfrog Tuff at Yucca Mountain 
and the intracaldera Bullfrog Tuff on Pahute 
Mesa. The Stockade Wash Tuff and the 
Bullfrog Tuff at Yucca Mountain may be 
separate outflow lobes of a composite ash
flow sheet that represent slightly different 
parts of the compositional zonation in a 
single magma chamber. The paleomag
netic signatures of these two geograph
ically discrete ash-flow tufts are identical 
and distinct from a typical Miocene direc
tion (Hudson and others, 1994), consistent 
with eruption at the same time. For these 

reasons, we correlate the Stockade Wash 
Tuff with the Bullfrog Tuff, an important 
unit in the Yucca Mountain area (Warren, 
1983; Broxton and others, 1989; Scott, 
1990). A caldera source for the Bullfrog 

I Tuff in Crater Flat (Carr and others, 1986) 
has been contested (Scott, 1990) and is in
consistent with evidence for an Area 20 

Scaldera source.

Caldera sources for other units of the 
Crater Flat Group are less well known. Th 

northern half of the proposed Prospector 
Pass caldera complex (near Tram Ridge, 
Fig. 1) is reasonably supported by field and 

geophysical evidence (Snyder and Carr, 

1984) and may have been the source of the 

Tram Tuff (Carr and others, 1986). The 

Prow Pass Tuff does not have an identified 

source, and it may be small enough (Carr 

and others, 1986) not to have erupted from 
a caldera.  

The Wahmonie Formation (Poole and 

others, 1965) is a sequence of andesite and 

dacite lava flows and related volcaniclastic 

sedimentary rocks and tephras that erupted 

from the Wahmonie volcano (Fig. 1) south

east of the Timber Mountain caldera com

plex (Frizzell and Shutters, 1990,; Broxton 

and others, 1989). Biotite-rich mafic tephras 

that erupted from the Wahmonie volcano 

form a widespread, distinctive marker be

tween Crater Flat Group tuffs and Calico 

Hills Formation tuft. This marker is com

mon in Yucca Flat and Rainier Mesa, is ex

posed west of Yucca Flat and east of Yucca 

Mountain (Broxton and others, 1993), but is 

absent to the northwest in Pahute Mesa 

(Ferguson and others, 1994).  
The Calico Hills Formation combines the 

tuffs and lavas of Calico Hills (significant at 

Yucca Mountain) with the tuffs and lavas of 

Area 20 (significant at Pahute Mesa). These 

two sequences are stratigraphically and pet

rologically equivalent (Warren, 1983) and 

resulted from Crater Flat Group post

caldera volcanism. Throughout the SWNVF 

they lie stratigraphically between the Wab

monie Formation (or the Crater Flat Group 
where Wahmonie is absent) and the Paint

brush Group. The type locality for the Cal

ico Hills Formation is the northwestern Cal

ico Hills (Orkild and O'Connor, 1970); 

reference sections are drill holes USW G-2, 

at 518-824 m depth at Yucca Mountain 

(Warren and others, 1984), and UE-20f, at 

899-1324 m depth at Pahute Mesa (Fergu

son and others, 1994). The Calico Hills For

mation consists of rhyolite lava flows, 

domes, and nonwelded ash-flow and bedded 

tuffs. It has a maximum thickness of 1306 m 

and commonly is >600 m thick in western 

Pahute Mesa drill holes (Fig. 6, Ferguson 

and others, 1994); in the Yucca Mountain 

area it is 50-300 m thick (Warren, 1983; 

Warren and others, 1984; Broxton and 

others, 1993).  
. Paintbrush Group tuffs and lavas are one 

of the most widespread and voluminous 

caldera-related assemblages in the SWNVF.
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Topopah Spring Tuff directly overlies bed

ded rhyolite tuffs of the Calico Hills Forma

tion at Yucca Mountain and at most local

ities south of Timber Mountain. A caldera 
source for the Topopah Spring Tuff is buried 
and its location uncertain. The Pah Canyon 
Tuff may have been too small (Byers and 

others, 1976a) to have formed a caldera; no 
separate source has been identified. The 
younger of the widespread Paintbrush 
Group ash-flow sheets, the Tiva Canyon 
Tuff, .was erupted from the Claim Canyon 
caldera (Byers and others, 1976a). The 

Claim Canyon caldera (Fig. 1) is bounded by 

precaldera rhyolite tuffs and lavas of the 
Calico Hills Formation to the southeast, and 

by precaldera tuffs and lavas of the Crater 
Flat Group to the southwest. Only part of 

the caldera is exposed because much of the 

caldera collapsed into the younger Timber 

Mountain caldera complex to the north 

(Byers and others, 1976a). The boundary 
illustrated is approximately the structural 

- boundary of the resurgent intracaldera block; 
the topographic wall is not exposed (Chris

Stiansen and Lipman, 1965). The presence of 

thick intracaldera Tiva Canyon Tuff, a re
Sversely magnetized unit, is corroborated by 

a negative aeromagnetic anomaly centered 
on Chocolate Mountain (Fig. 1); a local 

gravity high is consistent with the exposed 
Claim Canyon caldera being a fragment of 

the resurgent dome (Kane and others, 

1981). The Yucca Mountain Tuff, directly 

C beneath the Tiva Canyon, is an early small

volume eruption of the uppermost high-sil

L- ica rhyolite part of the Twa Canyon magma 
chamber (Broxton and others, 1989), prob

" ably from the same area of the Claim Can
yon caldera.  

-- Climactic ash flows of the Timber 

Mountain Group were erupted from the 

(" Timber Mountain caldera complex. The 

complex consists of two overlapping, re

surgent calderas: an older caldera formed 

by eruption of the Rainier Mesa Tuff, and 

a younger, nested caldera -formed by 

eruption of the Ammonia Tanks Tuff (Mi

nor and others, 1993). Intracaldera Rain
ier Mesa Tuff and caldera-collapse brec
cias are exposed in the Transvaal Hills, 

west of Timber Mountain (Byers and oth

ers, 1976a, 1976b). These exposures and 
their inferred subsurface extensions coin
cide with aeromagnetic lows (Kane and 

others, 1981), consistent with the reverse, 
remanent magnetic polarity of the Rainici 
Mesa Tuff (Bath, 1968). We interpret the 
Transvaal Hills as the western part of 

larger resurgent dome formed within the

Rainier Mesa caldera. The dome was later 
truncated and down-dropped on the east 

b' formation of the Ammonia Tanks.  

caldera. The Rainier Mesa caldera struc

tural boundary is buried but can be delim

ited by geophysical and drill-hole data 

(UE-18r); the margin (Fig. 1) approxi

mately coincides with the inferred buried 

cauldron boundary on the Timber Moun

tain caldera geologic map (Byers and oth

ers, 1976b; Minor and others, 1993).  
Intracaldera Ammonia Tanks Tuff forms 

topographic Timber Mountain and was orig

inally identified as the dome of the Timber 
Mountain caldera (Byers and others, 

1976a); it is, more specifically, the resurgent 

dome of the Ammonia Tanks caldera (Mi

nor and others, 1993). The structural margin 
or ring-fault zone of the Ammonia Tanks 

caldera (Fig. 1) is exposed on the cast mar

gin of Timber Mountain. The margin was 

depicted as a tuff dike zone on the Timber 

Mountain caldera geologic map (Byers and 

others, 1976b); its continuity as a ring-fault 
zone around the Ammonia Tanks resurgent 

dome is clearly demonstrated by subregional 
gravity and aeromagnetic anomalies (Kane 
and others, 1981).  

Previous studies (Byers and others, 1976a, 

1976b, 1989) depicted only the geometry of 

an "approximate outer cauldron boundary" 
and a "partial buried inner cauldron fault" 

for the Timber Mountain caldera complex.  

As has been documented for calderas in the 
San Juan volcanic field and many other lo

calities (Lipman, 1984), calderas have a col

lapse boundary or topographic wall outside 
of the ring-fault or structural margin. The 

composite topographic wall of the Timber 

Mountain caldera complex (Minor and oth

ers, 1993) is exposed around 200 of the 

calderas (Fig. 1); it is covered by younger 

units on the northwest side of the complex 

(south and west of drill holes UE-18r and 

UE-20f and the NTS boundary, Byers and 

others, 1976b). The distinction between the 

Ammonia Tanks and Rainier Mesa topo
graphic walls is uncertain along most of the 

length of this contact. The two collapse fea

tures can be clearly distinguished only east 

and south of the Transvaal Hills (Fig. 1), 
where the Ammonia Tanks topographic wall 

I swings north to the east of the Transvaal 
. Hills and the Rainier Mesa topographic wall 

Strends west to the south of the Transvaal 

I Hills (Minor and others, 1993) before being 

r covered by younger gravels in Oasis Valley.  
I Geologic data previously cited as evi
a dence for an Oasis Valley caldera segment 

(Byers and others, 1976a; Christiansen and

others, 1977) are inadequate to confirm its 
existence (Noble and others, 1991); the 

1ravel-filled basin in Oasis Valley cannot be 

unequivocally linked to caldera collapses 

from eruption of the Ammonia Tanks, Tiva 

Canyon, or Rainier Mesa Tuffs. A lap-out of 

Ammonia Tanks Tuff against precaldera 

rocks at Oasis Mountain (Byers and others, 

1976b) is probably related to paleotopogra
phy generated by syn-volcanic tectonism in 

the Oasis Valley area (Minor and others, 

1993). Proposed caldera walls on the west 

side and north of Oasis Mountain (Byers 

and others, 1976b; Noble and others, 1991) 
do not continue into the exposed Rainier 

Mesa and Ammonia Tanks topographic 
walls near Timber Mountain (Fig. 1) accord

ing to existing evidence. Aeromagnetic data 

(Kane and others, 1981; US. Geological 

Survey, 1979) indicate that the arcuate neg

ative magnetic anomaly associated with re

versely magnetized intracaldera Rainier 

Mesa Tuff does not extend west to Oasis 

Mountain. This anomaly is the basis for the 

inferred (though buried) western boundary 

of the Rainier Mesa caldera illustrated in 

Figure 1. Because no unit can uniquely be 

attributed to it, we recommend that the con

cept of an Oasis Valley caldera segment be 

abandoned and disassociated from the well

characterized Timber Mountain caldera 

complex formed by eruption of the Ammo

nia Tanks and Rainier Mesa Tuffs. New sub

surface data will be required to unambigu
ously establish the origin of Oasis Valley.  

The newly defined Beatty Wash Forma

tion is part of an informal sequence of units, 

the Fortymile Canyon assemblage. Assign

ment of rhyolite lava flows and tuffs previ

ously called the rhyolite lavas of Fonyrnile 
Canyon on the south side of the Timber 
Mountain caldera complex (Byers and oth

ers, 1976a, 1976b) has been uncertain be

cause field relations to the major ash-flow 
sheets of the Timber Mountain and Paint

brush Groups are lacking. Most of these 
units can be correlated with the Timber 

Mountain and Paintbrush Groups based on 

detailed petrography and chemistry (War

ren and others, 1988). We restrict the For

tymile Canyon assemblage to the sequence 

of rocks stratigraphically above the Ammo
nia Tanks Tuff and related lavas of the Tim

ber Mountain Group, and beneath the per

alkaline units of the Thirsty Canyon Group.  

This assemblage is a diverse sequence of 

rhyolite lava flows and domes, related 

tephra deposits, minor ash-flow deposits, 
and basaltic and other mafic lavas erupted 
from a variety of relatively small-volume
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TABLE 2. REPRESENTATIVE "'ArI"Ar ANALYSES 

Calico Hills Formato ionalsanidine 
Field sample number. RW192-m 

Irrdiation laboratory number LUXXVUA2 J -0.003590 

PeeeW Ar-Cs '"A,,UA, "A
7

M1
3
N -%APAr aaA1

3
'At AVe 

90Z0S82 87A 1.29 2.2829 0.05.73 0.00097 3290 ± 0.01 
90Z083 77A 0.54 2.5735 004632 0.00197 12S ± 0.01 
90Z0S84 M. 0.47 23218 0.=106 0.00105 I393 2 0.08 
OZOS8s 80a2 0.53 2.4910 o.03315 0.00167 32.0 2 0.03 

90Z0586 79LI 0.6W 25171 0.04768 0.00178 12116 ± 0.03 
902057 712 0.23 L7693 .0o239 0.0026,5 I23 ± 0.08 

W hted mesa age and uncertainty (Ua) 
12.89_0.03 &.e.m = 0.0 MSWD:. 0A.4 

Grouse Canyon Tuft/sanidine 
Field sample number: DStgal 

Irradiation taboi asoy number XCIII:47• J -0.405 

Percent 
3
aA,-CI At/"Ar "Ar/wXr 3Ar,"Ar " * ArI'Ar Ae • *Ar" (Wit) 

91Z0410A 903 "An 2.0854 0.03933 0.00066 13.72 a 0.09 
91Z04103 BRA I37 2.l246 0.05067 0.0212 13.69 ± 0.10 
91Z0410C 89U 1.69 2.1063 0.04626 0.00"74 13.72±0.10 
91Z04100 903 1.94 20693 0.04759 0.00066 1332 1 0.12 
91Z04102 79.3 0.71 23372 0.04309 0.00163 1334 " 0.14 
91MU410P• 8.9 143 2.1031 0.04140 0.077 13.63 . 0.11 

Weighted mea age and uncertainsy (Ma) 
13370± 0.04 u.ea 0.Z MSWD 0.407 

Irradiatiomn aboratoty number AX24- J - &002M 

Ivcnt 
3 ,a InrQ 'APmr "AMi"A, XAd

3
*r "Au/"A AVe 

(Ma) 

91ZI03SA 913 9.31 2.6145 04.548 0.00013 13.76 - 0.08 
91ZI03SB 97.9 6_56 26I90 0.044112 n0o00 13.W70 - 0.09 
91Z1035C 973 3.07 2A6I71 0.0197? 0.00017 33.70 ± 0.09 
91ZI03D 87YA 1.36 2.62 063 0M1026 133 2 0109 
91ZI035E 97.3 6.79 26182 0a633 0.(02 13.642 0.10 
91ZI035F 99.2 14.93 2.5990 0.03647 0.00007 13.78 z 0.09 
91Zi035G 95.3 3.24 .6823 0.01312 0a 42 367 ± 0.09 
91Z1035H 96.3 1.95 26727 0.02349 0.00032 13.76 = 0.09 

Weighted meam age and uncertainty (Ma) 
13.74_0.03 .e " 0.02 MSWD 0.53 

Pooled weighted mean age and uncertainty (Ma) 
13.72 2 0.03 MSWD: 0.498 

Nar. MSWD is the man square at weighted deviate; i.es., is the standard error of the meas; and J is the numtron aus 
parameter.

vent complexes. The Beatty Wash Forma
tion is the most significant of these post
Timber Mountain units and consists of rhyo
lite lava domes and related pyroclastic 
deposits in the moat of the Ammonia Tanks 
caldera. The type area is upper Beatty Wash 
on the Topopah Spring NW quadrangle 
(Christiansen and Lipman, 1965); the for
mation also includes the related tuff of Cut
off Road to the west of the Timber Moun
tain caldera complex adjoining Oasis Valley 
(Byers and others, 1976b). The Fortymile, 
Canyon assemblage also includes such 
widely dispersed units (Minor and others, 
1993) as the rhyolite of Rainbow Mountain 
in the Beatty area (Maldonado and Haus
back, 1990), the rhyolite of West Cat Can
yon west of Timber Mountain, and the mafic 
lavas at Dome Mountain and the rhyolite 
lavas of Shoshone Mountain along the

southeast margin of the Timber Mountain 
caldera complex (Byers and others, 1976b).  

The Black Mountain caldera, just west of 
the Silent Canyon caldera complex (Fig. 1), 
produced the youngest widespread ash-flow 
sheets in the SWNVF area. Those sheets 
make up the several moderate-volume per
alkaline ash-flow tuffs (Christiansen, 1979; 
Noble and others, 1984): the Rocket Wash, 
Pahute Mesa, Trail Ridge, and Gold Flat 
Tuffs (Table 1) of the Thirsty Canyon 
Group. Individual collapse boundaries have 
not been identified due to a lack of dissec
tion of the caldera. The composite topo
graphic wall of the Black Mountain caldera 
(Fig. 1) is mantled by Trail Ridge Tuff (Mi
nor and others, 1993), indicating that col
lapse was syn- or pre-Trail Ridge in age.  
The Stonewall Mountain volcanic center 
(Noble and others, 1984; Minor and others,

1993) is >50 km northwest of the central 0 
SWNVF caldera cluster. Distal Stonewill 
tuff overlaps the Thirsty Canyon Group tuffs 
at Black Mountain.  

"4ýrW'9Ar GEOCHRONOLOGY 

Ages reported here were determined at 
the US. Geological Survey laboratories in 
Menlo Park, California. Two "'ArI3'Ar 
methods (described in the Appendix) were 
used: laser fusion determination of small 
sanidine samples and incremental heating 
determination of larger biotite samples.  
Twenty-six sanidine samples were analyzed 
by the laser fusion 'mArt"Ar technique 
(Dalrymple and Duffield, 1988; Dalrymple, 
1989). Analytical results for two represen
tative samples are listed in Table 2: RWI9f2, 
a Calico Hills Formation sanidine from a 
rhyolite lava north of Timber Mountain, and 
DS18al, Grouse Canyon Tuff sanidine irra
diated and analyzed twice. Two biotite sam
ples (Wahmonie Formation lava and dacite 
lava of Tram Ridge, Fig. 2) were analyzed by 
the incremental heating 'Ar/-5 Ar tech
nique (Dahlymple and Lanphere, 1971; Lan
phere, 1988). These biotites yielded undis
turbed age plateaus containing >90% of the 
total gas and have atmospheric argon inter
cepts on 6r/IAr/-.Ar/f4 Ar isochron dia
grams.  

We determined 40Ar/' 9Ar ages for the 
largest volume, most widespread units of the 
SWNVF (Table 3). All reported ages are 
rounded to -±50 ka because additional re
sults for the same units and further refine
ments of the monitor ages may affect the 
final ages by as much as 10-50 k.y. due to 
cumulative J-curve calibration uncertainties 
and within-unit and within-sample age vari
ations. Sample locations and detailed ana
lytical data for samples other than those 
listed in Table 2 and Figure 2 are available 
from the first author upon request. Results 
for four samples of Topopah Spring Tuff, 
three samples each of Ammonia Tanks, 
Rainier Mesa, and Tiva Canyon Tuffs, and 
two samples of Bullfrog Tuff are reported as 
error-weighted pooled averages for the ab
solute age and uncertainty. All 4Ar/-Ar 
ages were measured relative to a monitor 
age of 513.9 Ma for MMhb-1 (Lanphere and 
others, 1990; Dalrymple and others, 1993).  
The 'Ar- 9Ar results presented here agree 
well with 4Ar/3 Ar determinations recently 
published for a few SWNVF units (Haus
back and others, 1990; Noble and others, 
1991), when recalculated to the same mon
itor ages.
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Figure 2. 4Ar 3P 9Ar plateau age spectra for blotite from FB2Sa6, Wahmonle Formation 

lava, and from RW19f9, dacite lava of Tram Ridge.

DISCUSSION 

Comparison of New •Ar/tAr and 

Previous K/Ar Results 

Volcanic rocks of the SWNVF have been 

the subject of many conventional K/Ar geo

chronology studies since the early 1960s.  
Over 150 K/Ar determinations have been 

made on SWNVF units (Kistler, 1968; Mar
vin and others, 1970,1973,1989; Marvin and 

Cole, 1978; Weiss and others, 1989; Noble 
and others, 1984, 1991; R. J. Fleck, unpub.  

data; and F. W. McDowell, University of 

Texas, 1989, written commun.). Typical re

ported analytical uncertainties for K/Ar ages 

average about 3% (Kistler, 1968; Tabor and 

others, 1985) and thus represent absolute 

age uncertainties of 0.25-0.50 m.y. for the 

7.5-15.25 Ma rocks of the SWNVF. Even if 

the -100 units of the SWNVF, or the 20 

major ash-flow sheets, or the 13 petrologic 

assemblages (Table 1) were distributed 

evenly across this time period, the ages of 

units would be unresolvable given a 3% un-

certainty. Because the interval between 
eruptions was nonuniform-in fact- dis

tinctly episodic (as detailed below)-the ac

tual overlap of uncertainties is even greater.  

Consequently, conventional K/Ar geochro
nology discriminates only three episodes of 

"SWNVF volcanism: an early episode includ-

TABLE 3. m°AttAr AGE D 'tERMINATIOmS 

Unit Sample Mineral/N Weighted a.e.JmL Unertaint 
mean age 

Spearbead Member a snidine. 7.5 "1. 0,03 

Rcket Wash Tuff Age II 
asmnkine4 9. 0.03 0.04 

Ammonia Tanks Tuff Fooled awrage of 3 unidlne119 HAS 0.a3 0.03 

Rainier Mesa Tot Pooled average o 3 tanidineafll6 IIA 0.03 0.03 

Rhyolitc of Lop O2bll saidinek 123 120 0m0m 

Twa Canyon Tuff Pooled average of 3 anidines/ 12.7 0.G3 0.03 

T p daS g Tuo Poed average of 4 maidines/21 128 0.02 0.03 

RWg912-m sanidine/6 32.9 052 0.04 

Wahinoaie Formation FB2Sa6 biotite.$etican 131 0.09 0.10 

B Tlfrog Tuff Fooled average o 2 sanidines;t 13.25 0. 0.04 

Dead Flose Flat Formation DS19d1s anidlne US 02 0.02 

roause Canyon Tuft OS1a aaindlnef4 13.7 02 00 

mendte of Split Ridge •D1919 sanidineA 13.15 .I 0.02 

LitIc Ridge Tuft V.-417B mrndinr.5 14.0 07 0.06 

Lava of Tian Ridge 
1W1919 biodteltatCUd 34.0 m 0.13 

Tab Spring TaF D5•1e6 ankdne/, 14.9 0.01 0.04 

Tuft of Yue• Flat FB16&3 ILdIne• 35.1 0.0 0.06 

Redrock Va1e7 Tufg Age 13 sanidine. 1525 0.06 0.06
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ing all older volcanic rocks up through the 
Paintbrush Group (Table 1), a Timber 

Moulnitain Group episode, and a younger 

(but inaccurately dated by K/Ar) Thirsty 

Canyon Group and basalt episode.  
In contrast, analytically distinct 4Ar/'Ar 

ages (Table 3) on SWNVF units are con

sistent with tight stratigraphic constraints 

derived from petrographic, geochemical, 

and field geological studies (Byers and 

others, 1976a; Warren and others, 1988; 

Broxton and others, 1989; and Sawyer and 

Sargent, 1989). Analytical uncertainties for 

laser-fusion 4°Ar/JAr on sanidine range 

from 20-60 Ly., about an order of magni

tude better than those measured by the con

ventional K/Ar method. Comparison of the 

new ages determined by 'Ar/i"Ar and those 

determined by K/Ar on the same mineral 

separate or the same unit (Fig. 3) illustrate 

types of problems with the K/Ar data. The 

K/Ar ages for sanidine are more discordant 
with 4°Ar/P9Ar ages than those for biotite.  

Nearly 45% of sanidine K/Ar determina

tions are too young by more than the typical 

3% uncertainty of the method. Several ex

planations have been proposed for inaccu

rately young sanidine K/Ar ages (McDowell, 

1983; Hausback and others, 1990), but 

young sanidine ages exhibit no simple rela

tionship to sanidine chemical composition 

and are not as common as would be ex

pected if due to a standard analytical prob

lem. A relationship between alkali feldspar 

structural state and concordance of K/Ar 

and 4°Ar/iAr age determinations may ex

plain the aberrant ages, as the most strongly 

exsolved sanidines have the most discordant 

ages (P. W. Lipman, U.S. Geological Sur

vey, 1969, written commun.; F. W. McDow

ell, 1989, written commun.). More than half 

of K/Ar biotite age determinations agree
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Figure 3. Comparison of laser fusion 
4'Ar/t 5Ar ages with previous conventional 
K-Ar ages for stratigraphic units of the 
southwestern Nevada volcanic field. K/Ar 
data are from published sources listed in 
text and from unpublished data provided by 
F. W. McDowell (1989, written commun.).  

within 1% of the new 4°Ar/gAr ages, but 
about 30% of the K/Ar biotite ages are >3% 
older. A probable explanation for these 
older ages is that they are contaminated by 
xenocrysts due to fusion of large (>1 g) bulk 
samples.

Figure 4. Episodes of volcanism In the 
southwestern Nevada volcanic field. (a) Ap
proximate erupted magma volume for each 
group or assemblage plotted againstthe age 
range. Group or assemblage symbols and 
erupted magma volumes are from Table 1.  
Area under the curves Is not proportional to 
volume, as width of the bars is solely a func
tion of the age range of the assemblage. (b) 
Cumulative erupted magma volume and 
rates of material erupted for volcanic as
semblages of the southwestern Nevada vol
canic field (SWNVF). Top of figure super
imposes episodes of extension and relative 
magnitude of extension during extensional 
episodes. Abbreviations for extensional do
mains described In text and illustrated In 
Figures 4b and 6 are SYM, southern Yucca 
Mountain; FC, Fluorspar Canyon; BH, 
Bullfrog Hills; and YF, Yucca FiaL Group 
or assemblage symbols as listed in Table L 
Rates of material erupted are derived 
graphically and listed above dashed lines.  
Average eruptive rate for the SWNVF over 
the 7 my. history of the field is -110 Wun/ 
100 ky.
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Episodidly of Caldera Volcanism 

The high-resolution 4 Ar/-9Ar ages reveal 
for the first time a pattern of episodic vol
canic activity in the SWNVF. This pattern is 
accentuated when erupted magma volumes 
are considered (Fig. 4a). Magma volume es
timates (Table 1) are from Byers and others

(1976a), Broxton and others (1989), and 
Sawyer and Sargent (1989) or are compiled 
from geologic map data (Ekren and others, 
1971; Frizzell and Shulters, 1990) for units' 
not cited in the previous sources. Volume 
estimates are at best semiquantitative be
cause of the limitations of the calculation 
method (known area of exposure multiplied
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by estimated average thickness). Volumes of 

major ash-flow sheets older than the Tiva 

Canyon Tuff have an additional significant 

uncertainty in that intracaldera tuff is not 

exposed, and thus intracaldera tuff volumes 

are not estimated. Volumes of the intra

caldera Bullfrog and Grouse Canyon Tuffs 

have been estimated because they are pen

etrated by several drill holes in the subsur

face of the Silent Canyon caldera complex.  

Despite these volumetric uncertainties, the 

general time-volume relationship is decid

edly episodic (Fig. 4a).  
Eruption of the Paintbrush and Timber 

Mountain Group magmas was the climax 

of volcanism in the SWNVF. Over 4500 

km3 of magma was erupted in two distinct 

and subequal episodes separated by a 

magmatic gap of 750 ky. Each episode 

lasted 150 k.y. or less (Fig. 4a). Volume of 

the remaining units of the SWNVF was 

dwarfed by the magma erupted as the four 

large ash-flow sheets of the Paintbrush 

and Timber Mountain Groups. The cumu

lative volume of magma erupted prior to 

the climactic eruptions of the Paintbrush 

Group was about 2500 km3 erupted over 

3.3 m.y. (Fig. 4b). The volume erupted af

ter the Timber Mountain Group was 600 

km3 over 4 m.y. during the waning of 

SWNVF volcanism.  
The rate of material erupted gradually in

creased with time from the initiation of 

SWNVF at ca. 16 Ma to the eruption of the 

Paintbrush Group between 12.8 and 12.7 

Ma. The first major episode of volcanism 

occurred between 15.25 and 14.9 Ma when 

the Redrock Valley Tuff (15.25 Ma), tuff of 

Yucca Flat (15.1 Ma), and the Tub Spring 

Tuff (14.9 Ma) were erupted. The rate of 

eruption was much lower between 14.9 and 

14.0 Ma during the accumulation of tephras 

and distal ash-flow tuffs of the Tunnel For

mation (Fig. 4a). During this early volcan

ism, magma erupted at a time-averaged rate 

of about 50 km3/100 k.y. (Fig. 4b). At 14.0 

Ma, metaluminous lava of Tram Ridge 

'erupted from many centers, followed soon 

after by the .related Lithic Ridge Tuft.  

Eruption of the peralkaline Grouse Canyon 

Tuff (13.7 Ma; Fig. 4a) caused the initial 

caldera collapse in the Silent Canyon 

caldera complex (Fig. 1), subsequently filled 

by lavas and tuffs of the peralkaline Dead 

Horse Flat Formation until 13.5 Ma. Be

tween 14.0 and 12.8 Ma the rate of volcanic 

eruption increased to about 160 km 3/100 k.y.  

(Fig. 4b), and the greatest number of sepa

rate eruptive centers were active. Centers 

active during this time include the sources ol 

the Crater Flat Group tufts (ca. 13.25 Ma), 

the Wahmonie andesitic volcano (13.0 Ma;

Fig. 4a), widespread Calico Hills lava vents 
(12.9 Ma), and Paintbrush Group calderas 

and lava vents. The peak of early SWNVF 1 

volcanism was eruption of Paintbrush 
Group tuffs and lavas, including the Topo
pah Spring Tuff (12.8 Ma) and Tiva Canyon 
Tuff (12.7 Ma), within 100 ky. The rapid 

rate of magma extrusion, about 2250 kmi/ 

100 ky. (Table 1; Fig. 4b), was the highest 
during the lifetime of the SWNVF.  

Lava flows that were petrographically 
similar to the Timber Mountain Group 
magma (for example, rhyolite of the Loop, 

Tables I and 3) were first erupted at ca. 12.5 

Ma, but between 12.45 and 11.7 Ma no 

eruptions occurred (Fig. 4a) in the SWNVF.  
This 750 ky. magma gap probably repre
sents the time of magma generation and ac

cumulation in magma chambers prior to the 

climactic eruption of the Timber Mountain 

Group tufts. Precursory eruptions of rhyo
lite lava began ca. 11.7 Ma and were fol

lowed by the first of two major Timber 
Mountain Group ash-flow sheets, the Rain

ier Mesa Tuft, at 11.6 Ma. Rhyolite lava 

eruptions continued after eruption of the 

Rainier Mesa Tuff and preceded eruption of 
the second major Timber Mountain ash

flow sheet, the Ammonia Tanks Tuf, at 

11.45 Ma. The Timber Mountain eruptions 
represent the second major peak of volcan

ism in the SWNVF, and time-averaged 
eruption rates on the order of 900 km3/100 

k.y. (Fig. 4b) characterized i 250 ky. period.  

Significant basalt was first erupted in the 

SWNVF during Timber Mountain time.  

Ash flows and postcaldera moat lava flow 
eruptions related to the Ammonia Tanks 

Tuff followed soon after, rhyolite lava flows 

and tuffs erupted. primarily west of the 
caldera.  

Local rhyolite lava flows and more wide

spread basalt eruptions continued after 

11.45 Ma during waning SWNVF volcanism.  
A 2 m.y. gap separates peak Timber Moun

tain ash-flow eruptions and the next caldera
forming eruptions of the Black Mountain 
caldcra (Fig. 4a). Units of the peralkaline 
Thirsty Canyon Group, ash-flow sheets that 
total about 300 km3 in volume, were erupted 
from the Black Mountain caldera after 9.4 

Ma. The Stonewall Mountain caldera 
erupted almost 2 m.y. later than the Black 
Mountain caldera (Spearhead Member, 7.5 
Ma). Eruption rates (15 km3/100 ky.) were 
low during this waning stage of SWNVF 
volcanism (Fig. 4b).  

Episodic volcanic activity observed in the 

SWNVF is similar to some multicaldera Oli
gocene to Quaternary volcanic fields but 

contrasts with temporal patterns observed in 

others. The Mogollon-Datil volcanic field

displays a similar episodicity in major 
aldera pulses (McIntosh and others, 1992), 
ut caldera sources there had lateral migra

tions, which contrast with sequential 
eruptions from a single area of overlapping 
calderas in the SWNVF (Warren, 1983).  
The San Juan volcanic field, like the Mo
gollon-Datil, is composed of several over

lapping clusters of calderas, each of which 

might be considered analogous to the 

SWNVF. 4OAr/PAr geochronologic data for 

the central San Juan caldera duster (Lan
phere, 1988) indicate a peak volcanic 

eruption rate and frequency (the four mid

dle, out of six, caldera eruptions were about 
250 ky. apart) comparable to the SWNVF.  
The waxing, waning, and eventual extinction 
of silicic volcanism in the SWNVF contrasts 
with the time-predictable migration of siicic 

volcanism along the Yellowstone-eastern 
Snake River Plain hot-spot track (Pierce 
and Morgan, 1992).  

Magmatic Evolution of the SWNVF: 
The Relationship of Peralkaline and 
Metaluminous Volcanism In Time and 
Space 

Magma composition varied along with 
eruptive volume during the lifetime of the 
SWNVF. Peralkaline magmas were erupted 
at several time intervals interspersed with 

eruption of the dominant metaluminous 
magmas, and source areas for the peralka

line magmas overlapped in part the meta-

luminous sources (Figs. 1 and 5a), in con
trast to previous interpretations (Byers and 
others, 1976a; Christiansen and others, 
1977; Noble and others, 1991). Earliest vol

canism in the SWNVF produced mainly 
metaluminous ash-flow tuffs, including the 

Redrock Valley Tuff and the tuff of Yucca 
Flat; late in the earliest volcanic episode, 

however, peralkaline Tub Spring Tuff was 

erupted. Zirconium concentrations (Fig. 5a) 
are high in the peralkaline units, whereas 
modal plagioclase is veny low to absent 
(Fig. 5b). Large-volume metaluminous vol

canism began again at 14.0 Ma (Fig. 4a) with 
the eruption of the lava of Tram Ridge and 
the Lithic Ridge Tuff; these units have typ

ical low zirconium contents and high modal 
plagioclase contents (Figsý Sa and 5b). Per

alkaline comendite of Split Ridge lava, 
Grouse Canyon Tuf (the largest peralkaline 
ash-flow sheet in the SWNVF), and Dead 

Horse Flat lavas were erupted between 
13.85 and 13.5 Ma.  

The Grouse Canyon Tuf and lavas of the 
Dead Horse Flat Formation ponded in the 
northeastern caldera of the Silent Canyon 
caldera complex and were subsequently
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Figure S. Ranges for selected chemical, petrographic, and isotopic characteristics of assemblages and units of the southwestern Nevada 
volcanic field (SWNVF) through time. (a) Ranges of zirconium contents for whole-rock samples. (b) Ranges of median proportions of 
plagloclase phenocrysts among relsic phenocrysts in units of each assemblage, as determined by petrography. (c) The variation of Mg# 
(MgI(Mg + total Fe)] in biotite or olivine. (d) The range of analyzed neodymium isotopic compositions for each assemblage, coeval basalts, 
and selected units (Tegtmeyer, 1990;, Tegtmeyer and Farmer, 1990; Farmer and others, 1991). Symbols from Table I except for Tm-xr, 
Timber Mountain Group, crystal-rich tops of ash-flow sheets; Tmn, transitional Timber Mountain Group lavas (Broxton and others, 0 

1989); Tp-xr, Paintbrush Group, crystal-rich tops of ash-flow sheets; Tma, Ammonia Tanks Tufl% Tmr, Rainier Mesa Tu411 Tpt, Topopah 
Spring Tuh and Tn4, Tunnel Formation subunit 4J. Hachured pattern for peralkaline units; metalumlnous units unpatterned.

overlapped by the Area 20 caldera (Fig. 1).  
Metaluminous Bullfrog Tuff (13.25 Ma) of 
the Crater Flat Group and the postcaldera 
Calico Hills Formation lavas and tuffs (12.9 
Ma) filled the Area 20 caldera (Warren, 
1983). Peralkaline Belted Range Group and 
metaluminous Crater Flat Group and Cal
ico Hills lavas have typical zirconium and 
plagioclase contents for their respective 
magma chemistries (Figs. 5a and 5b), but 
the mafic mineral chemistry of Crater Flat 
and Calico Hills units are anomalously iron
rich relative to other metaluminous rocks of 
the SWNVF (Fig. 5c). Iron enrichment (and 
corresponding magnesium depletion) of bi
otite and pyroxene in these metaluminous 
rocks is transitional to the extreme iron en
richment (Fig. 5c) characteristic of peralka
line mafic minerals (for example, fayalitic 
olivine and acmite). We interpret this pat
tern to indicate some degree of magmatic

interaction, inheritance, or similarity in or
igin or evolution between the peralkaline 
Grouse Canyon magmatic system and the 
younger, spatially overlapping metalumi
nous Bullfrog Tuff and Calico Hills Forma
tion magma systems. Iron-enriched mafic 
minerals also are present in the lower Topo
pah Spring Tuff (Tpt, Fig. 5c), suggesting a 
relationship between the Crater Flat/Calico 
Hills magmas and the initial Paintbrush 
Group magmas.  

Magma chemistry of both Paintbrush and 
Timber Mountain caldera episodes is fun
damentally metaluminous, although all four 
major ash-flow sheets are zoned from 
early-erupted high-silica rhyolite to late
erupted moderately alkalic trachytic compo
sitions. Paintbrush Group rhyolites are 
slightly more alkalic than the Timber Moun
tain Group rhyolites. The higher zirconium 
contents of crystal-rich Paintbrush and Tim-

her Mountain magmas (Fig. 5a) reflect ac
cumulation of zircon included in cumulate
phenocrysts (Warren and others, 1989) and 
are not due to high magmatic zirconium C.  
contents. Late peralkaline volcanism c-
curred with the eruption of the Thirsty Can
yon Group magmas at 9.4 Ma (Figs. 5a, 5b, 
and 3c), after a 2 m.y. gap in ash-flow 
caldera-forming eruptions, during which 
time small-volume basalts and metalumi
nous rhyolites were erupted (Fig. 4a, and Tf, 
Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c). Basaltic volcanism as
sociated with the peralkaline Black Moun
tain caldera was more voluminous and wide
spread than with the two earlier peralkaline 
ash-flow tufts. Peralkaline magmatism in the 
SWNVF occurred principally during the 
early (Tub Spring Tuff and Grouse Canyon: 
Tu4), waxing phase of volcanism in the 
SWNVF, and during the late, waning stages 
of SWNVF activity at the Black Mountain
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caldera (Vogel and others, 1983). Peralka
line SWNVF volcanism continued until the 
7.5 Ma volcanism at the Stonewall Mountain 
volcanic center (Noble and others, 1984; 
Hausback and others, 1990). " 

The Nd isotopic composition of peralka
line magmas of the SWNVF is distinctive 
(Fig. 5d) with respect to metaluminous 
magmas (Tegtmeyer, 1990; Tegtmeyer and 
Farmer, 1990; Farmer and others, 1991).  
Peralkaline units have eNd >-9, whereas 
metaluminous units have ENd <-9. Meta
luminous andesites of the Wahmonie vol
cano have the lowest eNd values (Farmer 
and others, 1991) in the SWNVF (Fig. 5d) 
and are petrographically distinguished by 
their high modal plagioclase contents 
(Fig. 5b) and calcic chemistry (Broxton and 
others, 1989). Spatially, the Wahmonie vol
cano is southeast of the central SWNVF 
caldera duster (Fig. 1). These observations 
support a derivation of Wahmonic magmas 
from sources distinct from the rest of the 
SWNVF (Broxton and others, 1989).  

Basaltic eruptions, starting in the metalu
minous Timber Mountain episode and con
tinuing through the eruption of peralkaline 
Thirsty Canyon tuffs, became more volumi
nous late in the history of the SWNVF 
(Figs. 4a and 5d). The Nd isotopic compo
sitions of basalts and associated Timber 
Mountain Group tuffs and post-Timber 
Mountain rhyolite lavas are similar 
(Fig. 5d); most vents are south of the Silent 
Canyon caldera complex (Fig. 1). In con
trast, younger basalts generally coeval with 
the peralkaline Thirsty Canyon tuffs were 
erupted mainly from volcanic centers on the 
north side of the SWNVF. Similarity of high 
values for eNd in young basalt and the per
alkaline tuffs (Fig. 5d) and the geographic 
restriction of peralkaline sources to the 
northern SWNVF suggest that a litho
spheric mantle boundary may exist between 
the Black Mountain and Grouse Canyon 
calderas to the north and the Timber Moun
tain caldera complex to the south.  

Relation of Extension to SWNVF 
Volcanism 

The relationship of Tertiary volcanism to 
extension in the Great Basin has been the 
subject of much controversy. Some have as
serted that magmatism was prerequisite to 
large amounts of extension (Gans and oth
ers, 1989); others have found little evidence 
for significant extension during times of' 
peak volcanism (Best and Christiansen, 
1991). Extensional deformation in the 
SWNVF area (Figs. 1 and 6) variously pre
ceded volcanism, was synchronous with vol-

canism in discrete domains, and postdated 
caldera volcanism. Probably most exten
sional deformation in the SWNVF area is 
middle to late Miocene (16-8 Ma) in age 
and thus coincides with the peak of exten
sional deformation (15-5 Ma) in the central 
Basin and Range of Wernicke (1992) to the 
south.  

Prevolcanic extension is known to have 
affected several localities in the SWNVF 
area, but the timing and amount of this ex
tension are difficult to determine because 
(1) the youngest affected units are Pennsyl
vanian, (2) structural reconstructions are 
complicated by Mesozoic thrust-faulting, 
and (3) exposures of pre-Tertiary rocks are 
limited (Fig. 6). Low-angle extensional 
faults cut Paleozoic and older sedimentary 
rocks around the margins of Yucca Flat 
(Fig. 6) at Mine Mountain (Hudson and 
Cole, 1993; Cole and others, 1989), the CP 
Hills (Caskey,. 1991), and in the northern 
Halfoint Range (J. C. Cole, 1993, oral corn
mun.; Barnes and others, 1963,1965). Prevol
canic extension at Mine Mountain is older 
than the Redrock Valley Tuff (15.25 Ma); 
and younger than Mesozoic thrusting. Gen
tly dipping 27.3 Ma Monotony Tuff and 26.7 
Ma Shingle Pass Tuff (Sargent and Orkild, 
1973; ages from Best and Christiansen, 
1991) and conformable 14.9 Ma Tub Spring 
Tuff in the northern Halfpint Range depo
sitionally overlie extended late Precambrian 
and Paleozoic rocks. On the northwest side 
of the Belted Range, 30*-dipping Monotony 
and Shingle Pass Tuffs overlie overturned 
Paleozoic rocks at Limestone Ridge that are 
cut by low-angle normal faults (Ekren and 
others, 1971). Thus, at least in the northern 
Halfpint and the Belted Ranges, early ex
tensional deformation is pre-late Oligocene 
in age. Evidence from a drill hole at Rainier 
Mesa suggests that some prevolcanic exten
sion may be pre-Late Cretaceous (Cole and 
others, 1993). We find no data that support 
postulated strong Paleogene extension 
(Axen and others, 1993) within the area of 
the central SWNVF caldera cluster (Fig. 6).  

Synvolcanic normal faulting, minor strike
slip faulting, and tilting took place 
throughout the main period (14-11.5 Ma) 
of magmatism in the SWNVF (Fig. 4b), but 
extensional strain was modest in and near 
the central SWNVF caldera duster (Fig. 6).  
Age constraints for this deformation come 
from overlap of faults in older units by 
younger units, from angular unconformities 
between units, and from thickness changes 
of units related to growth faulting. We de
scribe below a composite pattern of syn
volcanic and postvolcanic deformation 
(Fig. 4b), but with the following overall

characteristics: (1) small cumulative middle 
to late Miocene extension of the central 
SWNVF relative to adjoining parts of the 
Great Basin (Hudson and others, 1994; 
WeMicke, 1992; Axen and others, 1993) and 
(2) greater extension in discrete domains 
(Fig. 6) marginal to the SWNVF at different 
specific times. These episodic extensional 
strains were distinctly nonuniform across 
the area of the SWNVF.  

Early synvolcanic extension affected sev
eral localities of the SWNVF. Small strains 
were accommodated by pre-Bullfrog (13.25 
Ma) normal faults and spatially limited pre
Tiva Canyon (12.7 Ma) normal and strike
slip faults northwest of Yucca Flat (Minor, 
1989). Moderate pre-Bullfrog faulting and 
northwest tilting also affected an area south
east (Fig. 6) of Tolicha Peak (Minor and 
others, 1991, 1993). Large subsurface thick
ness changes of the lower Crater Flat Group 
tuffs and the Lithic Ridge Tuff reflect growth 
faulting at northern Yucca Mountain (Frid
rich and others, 1994). Warren and others 
(1985) reported slight (2?-4*) pre-Timber 
Mountain northeast tilting of Paintbrush 
Group tuffs and lavas in the subsurface, of 
Pahute Mesa. Calico Hills Formation and 
Paintbrush Group tuff thicken on the west
ern, downthrown side of different faults at 
Pahute Mesa. Slight post-Paintbrush exten
sion also occurred at Pahute Mesa where 
Rainier Mesa Tuff thickens over the same 
structures.  

Late synvolcanic extensional deformation 
is greater in magnitude (Fig. 4b) on the 
southwestern margins of the SWNVF. In 
the Fluorspar Canyon area (Fig. 6), north of 
Bare Mountain (Monsen and others, 1992), 
the Bullfrog, Topopah Spring, and Tiva 
Canyon Tuffs are conformable and tilted 
east -X30c-60 more than the overlying 
11.6-11.45 Ma Rainier Mesa and Ammonia 
Tanks TufWs (discordant Timber Mountain 
tuffs of Carr, 1990, Fig. 4). At Yucca Moun
tain, Scott (1990) measured differential tilt
ing of 10*-20A between T'va Canyon Tuff 
and Timber Mountain Group tuffs at the 
south end of Yucca Mountain; the Tiva 
Canyon Tuff was rotated -25* clockwise 
about a vertical axis, whereas rotation of the 
Ammonia Tanks Tuff (6* ± 13*) was much 
less (Rosenbaum and others, 1991; Hudson 
and others, 1994).  

Posvocanic extension (defined as younger 
than the 1A15 Ma Ammonia Tanks Tuff, 
Fig, 4b) was locally large in magnitude but 
was restricted to areas marginal to the cen
tral SWNVF caldera duster (Fig. 6). Mod
erate to large postvolcanic extension oc
curred in the Bullfrog Hills and Fluorspar 
Canyon areas (Fig. 6). Extension was ex-
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Figure 6. Map illustrating the central southwestern Nevada volcanic field (SWNVF) caldera duster and outlining the area showing weak 

(<IV of tilt or vertical-axis rotation) syn- and postvolcanlc deformation, and some marginal domains (enclosed by hachured lines) of o 
moderate to large amounts of late synvolcanic (LS) and postvolcanic (PM) extension. Tilt direction of beds is Indicated by Es, east tilt, 

and W, west tilt. Abbreviations for labeled domains are from Figure 4b. Additional postvolcanlc domains of moderate extension that L 

formed alluvial basins include OV, Oasis Valley; CF, Crater Flat; JF, Jackass Flats; FF, Frenchman Fiat; but boundaries for these domains 

are not completely delimited at present. The area of prevolcanic extension at Mine Mountain is abbreviated as MnM; Nevada Test Site 

Is abbreviated as NTS. The map is not a comprehensive depiction of all synvolcanic and postvolcanic extensional domains in the SWNVF 

but represents the domains that can be Identified at present, relative to the central SWNVF low-strain zone.--

treme in the Bullfrog Hills, where 60*-90 
east tilts are observed in conformable se
quences ranging from pre-Lithic Ridge Tuff 
to the Ammonia Tanks Tuff (Maldonado, 
1990), but largely predated 10 Ma latite 
flows (Maldonado and Hausback, 1990). In 
the western Fluorspar Canyon area (Mon
sen and others, 1992), Ammonia Tanks Tuff 
is tilted east as much as 30°. Farther east in 
Crater Flat, across Yucca Mountain, and 
southeast of Timber Mountain, the Timber 
Mountain Group tuffs are generally tilted 
10'-30° (Carr, 1990, Fig. 4). Postvolcanic ex
tension was minimal at Pahute Mesa, where 
Timber Mountain tuffs tilt east <4° (Warren 
and others, 1985). Slight normal faulting 
there (offsets >60-80 m on principal faults)

and slight (<20) tilting affected the 9.4 Ma 
Thirsty Canyon Group (Orkild and others, 
1969).  

Fault-controlled, post-Ammonia Tanks 
alluvial sedimentary basins formed on the 
margins of the SWNVF but do not overlap 
the central SWNVF caldera cluster. The 
Yucca Flat basin-Halfpint Range fault sys
tem, east of the central SWNVF, is a post
Ammonia Tanks alluvial basin filled by late 
Miocene and younger sedimentary deposits 
(Barnes and others, 1963) to 400 m depth, 
and locally as much as 1200 m (McKeown 
and others, 1976). In Yucca Flat (Fig. 6) and 
the Halfpint Range, units of the SWNVF 
are cut by similar down-to-the-east normal 
faults and exhibit stratal tilts of 10*-25° west

(Frizz=ell and Shulters, 1990, and sources 
cited therein). Similar alluvial basins of late 
Miocene to Quaternary age are present 
north (Gold Flat, Kawich Valley, and Emi
grant Valley) and south (Crater Flat, Jack
ass Flat, and Frenchman Flat) of the central 
SWNVF (Fig. 6), but their controlling faults 
did not propagate across the area of peak 
volcanism and caldera formation. The cen
tral SWNVF is one of the largest areas in the 
Great Basin unbroken by middle Miocene 
and younger alluvial basins (Stewart and 
Carlson, 1978); the northern Basin and 
Range pattern of paired late Neogene 
north-south ranges and basins terminates at 
the north margin of SWNVF. Rainier Mesa 
Tuff is repeated in fault blocks at about the
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ýiame elevation over an east-west distance of 
100 km, from the Bullfrog Hills to the Half

pint Range, with no hcadwall breakaway 
zones or regions of uplifted lower plate 
rocks (W. B. Hamilton, 1993, written 
commun.).  

Volcanism and extension that postdate 
the central SWNVF have different patterns 
in time and space. Christiansen and Lipman 
(1972) suggested that extension and volcan
ism in the SWNVF area occurred after a 

transition from magmatism generated by 
subduction to a regime characterized by 

extension and bimodal basalt-rhyolite vol
canism. Magmatism and extension in the 
SWNVF area also occurred as the Mendo
cino fracture zone migrated north as a locus 
for magmatism and extension (Glazner and 
Bartley, 1984). Detailed plate tectonic re
constructions (Severinghaus and Atwater, 
1990) indicate that during the main episode 
of volcanism (14-11.5 Ma) the SWNVF was 
located north of the Mendocino fracture 

C1• zone. In the SWNVF area at this time, the 
Pacific plate was still being subducted be

Sneath an extending western North America, 
analogous to the Lassen-Shasta-Medicine 

e", Lake Highlands region of northern Califor
nia today. Younger SWNVF calderas (Black 

SMountain, 9.4 Ma, and Stonewall Mountain, 

7.5 Ma) were peralkaline in composition 
and small in volume (Fig. 4b), and they mi

grated northwestward, consistent with a 
melting locus associated with the movement 
of the Mendocino fracture zone. Late Mio
cene and Pliocene silicic caldera volcanism 

Lf in the southern Great Basin (6 Ma Silver 
Peak volcanic center) migrated west-north
west toward the Pliocene and Quaternary 
Long Valley-Mono Basin volcanic system 

- (Luedke and Smith, 1981), whereas younger 
extension and strike-slip faulting migrated 

-'ý west toward the Death Valley region 
(Hamilton, 1988). • 

In contrast to models by Gans and others 
(1989), we find that the area of greatest 
magma input to upper crust--within the 
overlapping Silent Canyon-Claim Canyon
Timber Mountain , caldera complexes 
(Fig. 6)-is the area of least upper crustal 
extension. Several factors may have led to 
retardation of extension in the area of the 
central SWNVF caldera cluster. The caldera 
complexes are probably rooted in batholith 
cupolas (Lipman, 1984). After crystalliza
tion and cooling, such batholiths could act as 

buttresses (Wernickc, 1992; Hamilton and 
Myers, 1966), strengthening the upper crust 
against regional extensional stress. Crustal 
strengthening probably best explains retar-

dation of postvolcanic (post-Ammonia 
Tanks Tuff) extension in the central 

SWNVF. A strengthening of the crust dur
ing synvolcanic extension, however, would 
require that magmas were emplaced and 
cooled quickly relative to deformation. This 

might be possible at shallow crustal levels, as 

described by Davis and others (1993) for a 

pluton that intruded and terminated slip on 
a coeval Miocene detachment fault in the 

eastern Mojave Desert. For synvolcanic ex
tension, silicic magma input and inflation of 

the batholithic magma chamber roof also 
may have affected the regional stress field, 
reducing the regional deviatoric stress (Par
sons and Thompson, 1991) and decreasing 
regional strain. Ouaternary volcanic fields 

that exhibit similar deformational patterns 
include the Yellowstone Plateau volcanic 
field, where neotectonic late Pleistocene 
and Holocene regional normal faults splay, 
decrease in displacement, and terminate to 

the north approaching the 0.6 Ma third
cycle Yellowstone caldera (Pierce and Mor
gan, 1992, Plate 1), and the Long Valley
Mono Basin volcanic system (Bursik and 
Sieh, 1989;, Dixon and others, 1993).  

Miocene extension in the SWNVF oc
curred in a mosaic of local domains. South 
and west margins of the field were affected 
by a dextral shear transfer zone (Rosen
baum and others, 1991; Hudson and others, 
1994) that is a northern boundary for the 
high-strain Death Valley extensional corri
dor (Wernicke and others, 1988). In general, 
SWNVF volcanism and regional extension 

were coeval. In detail, however, age, mag

nitude, and polarity of extension varied 
among the more strongly deformed domains 
marginal to the field. Both volcanism and 
extensional deformation in the SWNVF 
were episodic in nature as has been recog

nized in the eastern Great Basin (Taylor and 
others, 1989).  

SUMMARY 

Volcanic activity in the SWNVF, as re
vealed by new high-resolution 'Ar/I"Ar age 

determinations, was distinctly episodic-, very 
large volumes of magma (up to 2000 kn 3) 
were erupted in fairly short periods of 

<100-300 k.y. separated by longer quies
cent periods. For example, two episodes of 

caldera-forming ash-flow magmatism, sepa
rated by a 750 k.y. magma gap, produced the 
large-volume tuffs of the Paintbrush and 

Timber Mountain Groups during a 1.35 m.y.  

I time period. New 4°Ar/3 Ar ages corrobo
- rate the stratigraphic succession of units

within the SWNVF based upon petro
graphic, geochemical, and field geologic 
studies (Byers and others, 1976a; Warren 
and others, 1988; Broxton and others, 1989, 
gawyer and Sargent, 1989; Minor and oth

ers, 1993). We have revised the stratigraphy 
of major SWNVF units based upon this 

new framework, combining major ash-flow 
sheets with petrologically related lava flows 

and nonwelded tuffdeposits into stratigraph
ic groups. Newly defined formal stratigraph
ic units are the Beatty Wash Formation, Cal

ico Hills Formation, Dead Horse Flat 
Formation, and Tunnel Formation. The re
vised stratigraphy and ages demonstrate 
that peralkaline volcanism in the SWNVF 
was closely associated in time and space with 
the waxing and waning of metaluminous 
volcanism. Petrologic and chemical data 

provide evidence of hybridization between 
distinct peralkaline and metaluminous mag
mas during the 7 m.y. span of SWNVF 
volcanism.  

Minor to moderate extension can be dem
onstrated during the history of the SWNVF, 
but the slight synvolcanic extension of the 

central SWNVF contrasts markedly with the 
synextensional magmatism described by 

Gans and others (1989) for limited areas of 
highly extended volcanic rocks in the Great 

Basin. Best and Christiansen (1991) con
duded that the Oligocene and early Mio
cene peak of volcanism in the Great Basin 
correlated with only limited extension in 
east-central Nevada. For the SWNVF, we 

extend their conclusions in that only limited 
extension occurred during peak middle Mio

cene volcanism in the southwestern Great 
Basin. Within the SWNVF, the central area 

of coalescing calderas and proximal caldera 
margins was minimally extended from mid

dle Miocene to the presenL Synvolcanic 
strain was dominated by local magma cham
her roof deformation or caldera subsidence 
(Lipman, 1984). The outer margins of the 

SWNVF locally were more deformed in dis

crete extensional domains. An inferred sub

caldera batholith may have acted as an up
per crustal buttress with respect to regional 
extensional deformation. Intense middle 
Miocene volcanism and subjacent plutonismn 
apparently strengthened the upper crust in 

the central SWNVF area, because it stands 
today as a high plateau unbroken by re
gional middle Miocene and younger normal 
faulting that formed young alluvial basins.  
Magmatism in the SWNVF and regional ex

tension, although coeval, were not geneti
cally linked to form a zone of highly ex
tended upper crust. The two processes
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overlapped in time and space but were not 
correlated in amount.  
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APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Sanidine separates for this study were prepared 
by Kistler (1968), Marvin and others (1970, 1973, 
1989), Marvin and Cole (1978), and Fred Mc
Dowell (University of Texas, 1989, written com
mun.) and were previously analyzed by the con
ventional K/Ar method, were new sanidine 
separates prepared at Los Alamos National Lab
oratory, or were new sanidine and biotite pre
pared at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) min
eral separation facility in Denver, Colorado.  
Sanidine separates were leached with dilute HF 
followed by ultrasonic cleaning to remove volcan
ic glass and other surface impurities. Only a few 
milligrams of sanidine were encapsulated in alu
minum foil for irradiation; biotite samples for in
cremental heating weighed about 100 mg. The 
sanidine and biotite capsules were placed in fused 
silica vials with flux monitor standards (Taylor 
Creek Rhyolite sanidine, Fish Canyon Tuff sani
dine, and SB-3 biotite) placed at regular intervals 
and were irradiated in the USGS TRIGA reactor 
in Denver, Colorado, using the procedures de
cri'bed in Dalrymple and others (1981) over the 

course of four irradiations (LXXXIV, LXXXVII, 
XCIII, and CII) between 1989 and 1991; all 
pooled results of multiple samples are from the 
first two irradiations. Typical irradiation time was 
16 hr and resulted in total neutron doses of about 
I x 1018 nvt (nvt - neutron density x neutron 
velocity x irradiation time).

Dalrymple and Duflield (1988) and Dalrymple 
(1989) described the analytical capabilities of the 
SW Ar-ion continuous laser 4ArtIAr laboratory 
in Menlo Park. Analysis of sanidine generally in
volved fusing 6-8 grains of sanidine; in a few 
cases up to 15 grains of finer-size sanidine (<100 
mesh) were fused, and for several samples large 
single crystals were analyzed. Approximate masses 
of sanidine fused in each analysis were 0.005-0.4 
mg. Typically, each age determination represents 
the weighted mean of 4-6 sanidine laser-fusion 
analyses (Table 3). Mass analyses were performed 
on a MAP 216 mass spectrometer at a sensitivity 
of about 2 X 10- " molW. The incremental heat
ing/age spectrum 'ArtUAr technique (Dahymple 
and Lanphere, 1971; Lanphere. 1988) was used to 
degas -100 mg biotite samples in a resistance
heated furnace in 8-12 temperature increments; 
temperatures were measured using a thermocou
pie. Argon isotopic ratios were measured on a 6 
in. (15.2 cm) radius, 60' sector, Nier-type single
collector mass spectrometer. Corrections for un
desirable interferences of 'Ar, 3 Ar, and 4 Ar iso
topes caused by nuclear reactions of K and Ca 
were made using standard calculations (Dal
rymple and others, 1981). All 4°Ar/l9Ar ages have 
been measured relative to a monitor age of 513.9 
Ma for MMhb-1 (Lanphere and others, 1990, 
Dalrymple and others, 1993). An age of 27.92 Ma 
was calculated for the internal monitor standard 
Taylor Creck Rhyolite sanidine 85G003.  

Uncertainties in weighted means are the in
verse variance-weighted lqr standard error of the 
mean (Taylor, 1982) for multiple laser fusion 
analyses or fractions of an incremental-heating 
age spectrum and include propagation of the 
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